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Preface

How to Use the Summit Worldview Library
Noted Christian writer and teacher Del Tackett has said that the Summit Worldview Library
needs to be the core in every high school, college, and seminary today. Colson Center president
John Stonestreet has said that this series should have a place in every Christian’s home library.
Why is this series so important for Christian students and adults in all walks of life to use often
in today’s complex world? Perhaps seeing how the trilogy came together will help explain:
•

Understanding the Faith: A Survey of Christian Apologetics—the first book in
the series enables Christians to better understand theology and apologetics.
Understanding the Faith is a fast-track, fast-paced theological education for those who
want to understand God and his world in a profound way and share their faith intelligently with unbelievers. Theology and apologetics aren’t just academic exercises for
pastors and church leaders; we are all “ambassadors for Christ” (2 Cor. 5:20) charged
with giving “reason[s] for the hope” we have in him (1 Pet. 3:15). Pressing questions
about life and faith deserve thoughtful answers.

•

Understanding the Times: A Survey of Competing Worldviews—the second book
in the series gives Christians insight into the battle other worldviews are waging
against Christ and inspires newfound confidence in the breadth and depth of a
biblical Christian worldview. By providing trusted, documented insight into the six
major worldviews that drive the global events of our day, Understanding the Times
helps Christians “[understand] the times” in which they live so they can know what to
do in response to the critical issues they’re facing today (1 Chron. 12:32).

• Understanding the Culture: A Survey of Social Engagement—the third book in the
series shows Christians how to transform culture. With a firm foundation in biblical theology, apologetics, and worldview, Christians have something vital to say about
every significant issue of our day. The depth and creativity of Christian thought on
today’s events should inspire tremendous confidence in communicating biblical truth
to friends, loved ones, and associates. In John 8:32, Jesus said we can “know the truth,
and the truth will set [us] free.” Entire nations are in bondage to bad ideas, but believers
can proclaim the truth—boldly, intelligently, and practically—that can set people free.
As a result, the Summit Worldview Library is eminently useful for students, teachers, pastors,
businesspeople, public leaders, and others who want their faith to make an impact on twentyfirst-century society.
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1
Introduction
1. Life Is More Than Raisin Rugby
Job 12:7 says, “Ask the beasts, and they will teach you.” As
odd as it seems, I once learned an important life lesson from
chickens. Several years ago my wife and I purchased a home in
the country. Naturally, we decided to get chickens. We didn’t
expect them to arrive in the mail, but they did—via a package
about the size of a frozen dinner.
Housed in a box in our laundry room, the chicks provided
endless hours of entertainment for our children. One day while
fixing lunch, I heard an unbelievable racket emanating from
the laundry room. Rushing in, I found my two-year-old daughter dropping raisins into the box. One chick discovered a raisin,
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grabbed it in his beak, and bolted. The others gave chase. Another stole the raisin and lit out,
his fellows in hot pursuit.
Wow, raisin rugby, I thought.
Then I realized my daughter had actually dropped a handful of raisins into the box, more
than enough for each chick to have one. Yet none of them noticed, consumed as they were
with competing fiercely for that first raisin. These chicks couldn’t contemplate abundance,
even with raisins raining down on them. They had only one thought in their raisin-sized
brains: others have it; I want it; I must take it.
We aren’t as different from these chicks as we might like to think. Since the fall of humanity, we tend to be takers, not givers. God, on the other hand, gives generously. One of the first
things Scripture reveals about him, in fact, is how he desired the abundance and flourishing
of humans and the world. He equipped us to be fruitful and bring joy to his creation and one
another. Tragically, like those rugby chickens, our first parents chose to be stingy, jealous, and
selfish. Humanity has followed suit ever since.
In God’s offer of redemption, however, we’re given another chance. Christ provides the
grace and opportunity to have our identities changed back from being takers to being the
givers he created us to be. When that happens to individuals, communities, and even nations,
cultures are transformed for the good.
Understanding the Culture is the third book in a trilChrist provides the
ogy. In book 1, Understanding the Faith, we got to know
grace and opportunity
who God is based on the Bible, and what his plan for the
to have our identities
world looks like. In book 2, Understanding the Times, we
changed back from being
grappled with how the biblical Christian worldview comtakers to being the givers
pares to other prominent worldviews, and in so doing, we
he created us to be.
found it to be more intelligible, reasonable, and livable
than the other philosophies of our age.
In this book, we turn our attention to the needs of the world around us and ask whether
the Bible really speaks to the pressing issues of our age. You will not find in these pages a
manual with clever plans for saving humanity. It’s actually the opposite. This book is an invitation to stop playing God and start engaging the world around us based on his intended
design for it and for us. It isn’t enough to merely start caring. We must care well.
Most people are concerned about what is going on in the world around them, or at
least they say they are. But the form our caring takes betrays what we really believe. If the
homeless ask us for money, do we give it and drive away, do we give them a meal, do we
engage them in a conversation about what they really need, do we refer them to a homeless
shelter, or do we walk away and in the next election vote for a government-entitlement
program to help the poor?
Ideas have consequences because we act on them. We all live based on what we believe to
be true. Christians must act on biblical ideas not just in our personal conduct but also in the
big issues of our day, such as life, marriage, military force, the economy, and justice.
As we seek to make a difference, we’re standing on the shoulders of giants. It’s hard to
imagine where our world would be today without Christians applying biblical ideas over the
centuries. The question we face is this: Are such ideas still relevant? We can agree that
Christians ought to be nice people. If you met a group of young men in a dark alley, for
- 12 -
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example, it ought to make a difference if they were coming from a Bible study.1 But does this
suggest that we ought to apply the Bible’s teachings at a cultural level? Should we try to shape
culture? Should society put up with our trying to do so?
If the primary identifying characteristic of Christians is pleasantness, then being nice
ought to be the primary goal of our lives. But if what the
Christian caring
Bible reveals about why we’re here on this planet is actuought
to be the very
ally true, then being caring people is much more than
best kind of caring. It
smiling and checking boxes on a do-gooder list. Rather,
ought to restore people
Christian caring ought to be the very best kind of caring.
to a high capacity of
It ought to unleash human ingenuity. It ought to point the
bearing God’s image.
way for people to be reconciled to God. It ought to restore
people to a high capacity of bearing God’s image. It ought
to bring glory to the Creator. So how does Christian caring start?

2. Christian Caring Starts with Good Decisions
All cultures, including ours, are products of people’s decisions, both good and bad. Jim
Clifton, chairman and CEO of Gallup, argues that people make between ten and twenty
thousand small decisions a day. Multiply this by the US population, and people make an
estimated quadrillion decisions (that’s a one followed by fifteen zeros) every year in America
alone.2 Our personal legacy is the sum of our decisions over a lifetime. By extension, our
cultural legacy results from the interaction of everyone’s decisions.
Our decisions have an enormous influence. Think about what you’re doing right now:
reading a book. Books influence the world largely because a man named Johannes Gutenberg
had ideas about their importance. He acted on those ideas by inventing a printing system that
used movable type to rapidly reproduce words on the printed page. His innovations changed
the world.
Gutenberg’s genius as an inventor was just the beginning of the story. Gutenberg saw
printing as a means of rapidly spreading God’s truth. He hoped that the printing press would
“win every soul that comes into the world by her word no longer written at great expense by
hands easily palsied, but multiplied like the wind by an untiring machine.”3
Because Gutenberg’s press was based on the design of wine presses he had seen in his
region of Germany, wine became his figure of speech for the impact he hoped his invention
would have:

A

Yes … it is a press, certainly, but a press from which shall flow in inexhaustible
streams the most abundant and most marvellous liquor that has ever flowed to
relieve the thirst of men! Through it, God will spread his Word. A spring of pure
truth shall flow from it: like a new star it shall scatter the darkness of ignorance and
cause a light hithertofore unknown to shine amongst men.4

Think of it. A few modifications to a wine press enabled ideas to be disseminated rapidly.
It dramatically changed learning and made it nearly impossible to suppress viewpoints those
in power didn’t like. No wonder Gutenberg has been named “man of the millennium.”5 The
Introduction
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book you hold in front of you is a direct result of one man’s invention. The ready availability
of the written word is still changing the world.
Many people today no longer read the printed page but use computer devices of some
sort, like tablets or smartphones. In their most basic
The book you hold
form, computers are nothing but complex arrangements
in front of you is a
of glass, plastic, silicone, and various metals. Every part
direct result of one
comes from the earth, from sand on the seashore to
man’s invention. The
minerals found deep underground. Without mining, oil
ready availability of
exploration, information theory, engineering, intricate
the written word is still
manufacturing systems, and a well-developed system of
changing the world.
economic exchange, we might very well be scratching
drawings on a cave wall, not texting on smartphones.
As it is, the spread of ideas enabled by technology continues to grow by leaps and bounds.
The computing power in your cell phone is more than NASA (the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration) possessed when Apollo landed on the moon in 1969. That microchip
hidden in the musical greeting card you got on your birthday has more computing power
than all the Allied forces in World War II possessed in 1945. Your PlayStation or Xbox contains more computing power than a multi-million-dollar military supercomputer in 1997.6
The real genius of technology is its ability to extend power to those who, without it, would
have no power at all. People now use handheld devices to exchange money, run businesses,
and even deploy social media in revolt against undemocratic regimes. Without millions of
decisions from people all over the world, you wouldn’t be reading right now. You probably
wouldn’t even know how to read. You might not even have lived past infancy.
Clearly, we must learn to make good decisions about the natural world, technology, economics, and so forth. Christian caring starts with good decisions, but that’s not the whole
picture. In fact, if we just focus on good decision making, we’ll miss the picture entirely.

3. Christian Caring Starts with Seeing the Big Picture
As we’ve seen, good decisions can lead to good results. But bad decisions have an impact
as well. People can use perfectly good computers to destroy the dignity and reputations of
others, enable more efficient traffic in illegal drugs, or disseminate child pornography. One or
two isolated bad decisions probably won’t hurt much. Eating a whole bag of potato chips won’t
really hurt either, unless it becomes a daily habit. Over time, though, patterns emerge that
move us like a swift river current. For a while we make our decisions, but inevitably our
decisions begin making us. As the prophet Joel cried out, “Multitudes, multitudes, in the valley of decision! For the day of the LORD is near in the valley of decision” (Joel 3:14). Decisions
matter.
Perhaps you’ve wondered about the impact your decisions have. Is it possible to somehow
rise above your circumstances and gain a fuller sense of what your life means?
Entrepreneur Sir Richard Branson thinks he knows how to help you do it, and as long as
you’re willing to pay $250,000, you can sign up to ride in one of his Virgin Galactic spaceships
for a six-minute view of Earth from sixty-eight miles above its surface.7 Justin Bieber, Ashton
Kutcher, and Paris Hilton are among nearly seven hundred people who have purchased tickets
- 14 -
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as of this writing and await the day when Virgin Galactic completes testing and begins passenger flights.8
On their trip aboard a Virgin Galactic spaceship, the lucky few will be strapped in a specially designed aircraft and propelled to an altitude of fifty thousand feet. According to Virgin
Galactic, once released from the “mother ship,” there is a “brief moment of quiet” followed by
“a wave of unimaginable but controlled power.” And then
you are instantly pinned back into your seat, overwhelmed but enthralled by the
howl of the rocket motor and the eye-watering acceleration which, as you watch
the read-out, has you traveling in a matter of seconds, at almost 3000 mph, 4 times
the speed of sound. As you hurtle through the edges of the atmosphere, the large
windows show the cobalt blue sky turning to mauve and indigo and finally to black.
You’re on a high, this is really happening, you’re loving it.… The rocket motor has
been switched off and it is quiet. But it’s not just quiet, it’s QUIET.… What’s really
getting your senses screaming now though, is that the gravity which has dominated
every movement you’ve made since the day you were born is not there any more.…
After a graceful mid-space summersault you find yourself at a large window and
what you see … is a view that you’ve seen in countless images but the reality is so
much more beautiful … and produces emotions that are strong but hard to define.
The blue map, curving into the black distance is familiar but has none of the usual
marked boundaries. The incredibly narrow ribbon of atmosphere looks worryingly
fragile. What you are looking at is the source of everything it means to be human,
and it is home.9

As a Virgin Galactic customer, you’ll briefly glimpse something only 555 humans have
seen prior to the advent of commercial space travel: continents, oceans, and the blue tint of
the earth’s atmosphere.10
Certainly, some people are signing up for the thrill because they have excess wealth.
According to Virgin Galactic’s website, though, the company’s mission eclipses mere thrill
seeking or luxury travel. It provides a window into what is really important in life. “We think
it will be actually something of a transformative experience,” says Virgin Galactic CEO
George Whitesides. “Once the engine shuts off, the cabin will be devoid of any mechanical
noise from the inside and any atmospheric sound from the outside, so people will be able
to make a deep and organic connection with the universe and the planet. It should be an
extraordinary moment.”11
Maybe the visionaries behind Virgin Galactic genuinely think space travel as a
consciousness-raising experience will improve lives. Or perhaps their sales pitch seeks to
make customers feel less guilty about spending $250,000 on a six-minute experience
rather than using that money to improve the lives and situations of starving and destitute
people here on Earth. What you think the big picture
is makes all the difference in the world.
What you think the big
For many of the first astronauts, seeing Earth from
picture is makes all the
space resulted in something much more than a “condifference in the world.
nection with the universe and the planet.” Colonel Jim
Introduction
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Irwin, one of only twelve men to actually land and walk on the moon’s surface, said of his
experience, “I felt the power of God as I’d never felt it before.”12 For Irwin, seeing the earth
from space turned his thoughts not toward creation’s fragility but toward the majesty of the
creator.

4. Christian Caring Starts with What God Cares
About—People
From a biblical perspective, people are at the heart of what God cares about. The earth’s
atmosphere, the majesty of the oceans, and the beauty of the landscape take on significance
because of God’s image bearers. People matter most in a biblical worldview. To many,
though, this kind of talk is pure folly. Edwin A. Burtt, an American philosopher who grew
up as the son of missionaries to China and later rejected his faith, said gloomily, “The ultimate accommodation necessary in a wise plan of life is acceptance of a world not made for
man, owing him nothing, and in its major processes quite beyond his control.”13
Was Burtt right? Is there no plan behind creation? You might be surprised at how
many scientists disagree with him and hold that some
intelligent force fine-tuned the universe to contain all
People matter most in
the properties that make intelligent life inevitable. As
a biblical worldview.
Albert Einstein affirmed, “The harmony of natural
law … reveals an intelligence of such superiority that,
compared with it, all the systematic thinking and acting of human beings is an utterly insignificant reflection.”14
Embracing the anthropic principle (anthro means “pertaining to humanity”), many
scientists argue that we can observe the universe only because it exists in a way that allows
us as observers to exist. Robert Jastrow, an agnostic astrophysicist instrumental in NASA’s
development, wrote, “The anthropic principle is the most interesting development next to
the proof of the creation, and it is even more interesting because it seems to say that science
itself has proven, as a hard fact, that this universe was made, was designed, for man to live
in. It’s a very theistic result.”15
If Einstein was right that there is intelligence behind the universe, and if Jastrow was
right that the universe is the way it is so that humanity
can exist, then any view of the world that diminishes the
Anthropic Principle:
importance of people is missing the most important fact
the theory that the
about our existence here.
universe contains all the
Understanding that importance isn’t always easy, of
necessary properties that
course. In some ways, being unable to see people from
make the existence of
space would be a relief. We wouldn’t be confronted
intelligent life inevitable.
with starvation or crime or abuse. We wouldn’t feel
the pain of watching those we care about undergoing
chemotherapy or cowering in fear as mortar shells screamed overhead. But we wouldn’t see
the majesty of humanity either—the joy of seeing the smile on a child’s face, the thrill of
watching a couple fall in love or a son or daughter receive an acceptance letter from college,
or the exhilaration of hearing that a loved one has overcome a long-held fear.
- 16 -
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The biblical witness is that people are made in the image of God and are central to his
plan. This changes what we care about and why. We still care about the planet not because we
see humans as a cancer but because focusing on people is to care about what God cares about.

5. Why We Should Care about What God Cares About
If there truly is a God who has always existed, and who
at specific points in time created matter and the universe,
The biblical witness is
then it is reasonable to ask why our creator made us.
that people are made in
As we’ve seen in the previous books in this series,
the image of God and
Christianity is intellectually sound. There is strong eviare central to his plan.
dence that the universe is a product of design, that the
This changes what we
Bible accurately reveals who this designer is, and that it
care about and why.
points us to how we might come to know him. In this
book, we’ll see that once these and other biblical ideas
took hold, the world rapidly began to change for the better.
Up until a couple of hundred years ago, life went on as it had for millennia. Widespread
poverty reigned well into the eighteenth century. Deplorable working conditions, starvation,
and disease were part of life for most people. Then something changed, and quickly. The
amount of wealth in the world increased rapidly, as did the standard of living, safety, and
health of people around the world. It wasn’t “accidental or a matter of luck,” author Sylvia
Nasar points out, “but the result of human intention, will, and knowledge.”16
What economist Cleon Skousen referred to as the “5,000-year leap” dramatically improved
conditions for humanity, advancing people toward prosperity more in the past two hundred
years than in the previous five thousand.17 Today’s US economy is thirty times bigger than it
was two hundred years ago.18 Prosperity is spreading, and people around the world are rapidly
being lifted out of poverty. According to the World Bank, extreme poverty has dropped in half
just in the last generation, from 36 percent of the world’s population to 18 percent.19
We don’t have to go into outer space to see what
has happened and why. Beyond the bustle of daily life,
Prosperity is spreading,
something really important is going on in the human
and people around the
race. Every religious tradition has explanations for it, for
world are rapidly being
how we got here and what we ought to do. Some say it’s
lifted out of poverty.
because of enlightened thinking. Others say it’s because
Extreme poverty has
of revolution against illicit power. Still others say it’s
dropped in half just in
because we’re achieving higher consciousness.
the last generation.
Yet few worldviews can account fully for the dark
side of progress as well. While we gain the ability to
alleviate suffering and pursue stability for unprecedented numbers of people, humanity has
also developed unprecedented means of destroying itself. If we want to account for all of
reality, we must not ignore this. We need to know what is really real.
When people talk about the nature of reality, they’re engaging in an area of study philosophers call metaphysics. In Greek, the word metaphysics means “beyond the natural things”
(meta means “beyond”; physics means “natural things”). In grappling with what is ultimately
Introduction
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real, people tend to ask five questions. We analyzed these questions in the first two books in
this trilogy, but they’re worth reviewing briefly here:

Metaphysics: the branch
of philosophy that seeks
to understand the nature
of ultimate reality.

1. Origin. Where did we come from? Some say God created
us to bear his image. Others say humans evolved through
random-chance processes. And there are many more views
as well. They can’t all be right, but which are wrong?

2. Identity. Who are we? What is a human being? Does every human being have intrinsic worth and dignity, or are worth and dignity determined by external factors, skills,
and attributes? And if there is something wrong with us, what is it and how do we fix it?
3. Meaning. What is real and true, and how do we know? What is life all about?
Is there purpose to our lives, or must we contrive it somehow? Is reality real or an
illusion? Why do humans not only exist but also wonder about why they exist?
4. Morality. How should we live? Are there rules for the good life? Who makes them?
Are they true for all times and all cultures, or do they depend on our circumstances? Is
morality based on feelings? Does morality change if our feelings change?
5. Destiny. What happens next? Where is history headed? Is there an afterlife? How
do we explain what is wrong with the world—the poverty, injustice, pain, and sickness?
Should we try to fix things or merely look forward to a life beyond this one?
These five questions are ultimate in the sense that everyone answers them, if not with
their minds, then by the way they live. Their answers form their worldview.
Even among those who believe the Bible, differing
answers can lead to cultural conflict (the Reformation,
Everyone answers these
for example). One such conflict took place in the twentiultimate questions, if
eth century between varying groups of Christians based
not with their minds,
on specific theological understandings. It so shaped the
then by the way they
way Christians today think about cultural engagement
live. Their answers
that it would be hard for us to answer the question about
form their worldview.
how Christians should be involved in society without
first understanding what transpired.

6. The Controversy: Fundamentalism versus Liberalism
When Shane Claiborne walks onstage, the audience sees a skinny white guy with dreadlocks and a dry sense of humor and hears his message about separating from society. “Jesus
taught that his followers … should not attempt to ‘run the world,’” he says.20 For Claiborne,
Christians are citizens of heaven alone. We should have no allegiance to an earthly kingdom.
The best we can do is form an alternative, a community that’s attractive enough to make
people want to join us.
- 18 -
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In short, reform is hopeless. It’s time to bail out.
Claiborne’s approach may be new, but his message is not. More than one hundred years
ago, a prominent evangelist named Dwight L. Moody explained his message as follows: “I
look upon this world as a wrecked vessel. God has given me a life-boat, and said to me,
‘Moody, save all you can.’”21 The world is passing away, Moody thought, and nothing is of
ultimate value except ensuring that people go to heaven when they die. As brilliant and innovative as Moody was, his view was certainly not the way the majority of Christians in history
saw it. How did this kind of thinking come about?
At the turn of the twentieth century, there was widespread concern that American
Protestantism was becoming liberal. America’s greatest
universities, founded largely as Christian institutions,
The world is passing
were being run by people who denied doctrines such as
away, Moody thought,
the holiness of God, the divinity of Christ, and the truth
and nothing is of
of the Scriptures. Fanning these flames, a New York City
ultimate value except
pastor named Walter Rauschenbusch published A
ensuring that people go
Theology for the Social Gospel, which defined sin as “selfto heaven when they die.
ishness” and implied that salvation would come by
ushering in the kingdom of God through good works
that changed society.22
Rauschenbusch openly identified himself as a socialist, which inevitably caused concern that he had rejected biblical orthodoxy and embraced Darwinian evolution and
communism. The reaction was immediate and intense. If this new social gospel was in
any way replacing the true gospel, there were a good many Christians who wanted to stay
far away from it. It wasn’t that they didn’t care about the culture—many of them were
politically active, such as social-reform-minded Democrats William Jennings Bryan,
three-time candidate for president, and William Bell Riley, pastor of First Baptist Church,
Minneapolis, and founder of what is now the University of Northwestern, where Billy
Graham got his start.
Rather, many thought Rauschenbusch and others like him were offering a false form of
salvation. In response, theology professors A. C. Dixon
and R. A. Torrey decided to set forth what they saw as
Social Gospel: a late
the basic principles of Christianity in a series of twelve
eighteenth-century,
volumes titled The Fundamentals: A Testimony to the
early nineteenthTruth. A wealthy businessman named Lyman Stewart
century postmillennial
funded the series, and the Bible Institute of Los Angeles
movement popular
(B.I.O.L.A., now called Biola University) published it.23
among liberal
Well-known theologians of the time, including James Orr,
Protestants that sought
B. B. Warfield, and C. I. Scofield, wrote featured essays,
to eradicate social evils
and copies were distributed free to pastors, missionaries,
like poverty and racism
and Christian educators.
in the belief that this
Out of the publication of The Fundamentals rose a
would usher in the
new movement, fundamentalism, which George
second coming of Christ.
Marsden defined as “militantly anti-modernist evangelicalism.”24 Fundamentalists strongly sensed a responsibility
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to bring maturity to the American theological landscape and also, in some senses, to be the
“older brother” who helped American culture avoid self-destruction.
Unfortunately for its adherents, the fundamentalist
movement unraveled as a consequence of relentless
Fundamentalism:
attacks in the culture, exhaustion, and infighting. The
an early twentiethsense of fierce theological independence that gave funcentury Protestant
damentalism its start made it difficult for its leaders to
movement that sought
form a cohesive movement.25 In the 1930s, the fundato defend orthodox
mentalist coalition, which had included Baptists,
Christianity against the
Presbyterians, and Congregationalists, began splinterchallenges of liberalism,
ing along doctrinal lines. Many of the movement’s
modernism, and
leaders embraced a controversial new doctrine called
Darwinism by requiring
dispensational premillennialism, which argued that
strict adherence to a
the end of all things was coming and that the anti-Christ
set of “fundamental”
would soon rise. One sign of this, they argued, was that
doctrines.
churches would discard their doctrinal beliefs in pursuit
of a misguided sort of unity, the Interchurch World
Movement, often derisively called ecumenism by funDispensational
damentalists.26 To dispensational premillennialists,
Premillennialism: an
there was only one reasonable response: leave such
eschatological doctrine
churches and “be separate from them” (2 Cor. 6:17).27
that establishes a
Continued association was a sign of being secretly wed
sequence of events
to liberal doctrines.28
for the end times,
These conflicts are still with us today. Churches are
asserting that the antistill forfeiting essential doctrines. Mockery of biblical
Christ will soon rise,
doctrines is common. Many churches have become proxthe second coming of
ies of one political party or another or have endlessly
Christ is imminent,
divided themselves through increasingly fine doctrinal
and all things will
distinctions. Pastors are still openly living lifestyles that
culminate in a millennial
contradict biblical teachings about marital purity. Where
reign of Christ.
do we go from here?

7. The Rise of Christian Conservatism
Out of the cultural conflict between liberalism and fundamentalism rose a new movement of Protestant Christians who claimed a born-again experience, believed the Bible is true,
and were involved in like-minded churches. They called themselves the “new evangelicals.” In
the 1950s, Christian leaders who wanted to see orthodox
Christianity more effectively engage the culture formed
Ecumenism: the push
the National Association of Evangelicals, with Harold
to foster unity among
Ockenga as president. Joining the organization were Carl
various Christian
F. H. Henry and other evangelicals who held to conservatraditions that disagree
tive positions on the truth of Scripture and were strongly
on key doctrinal issues.
critical of liberal theology and Secularism.29 This new
- 20 -
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tradition became the largest religious movement in the United States, constituting up to 47
percent of the population in 2005 before decreasing to 25 percent by 2014.30
But then the 1960s happened. The Vietnam War.
Drugs. The sexual revolution. Rebellion against authority.
Secularism: an atheistic
Though only a small percentage of the population actuand materialistic
ally participated in it, their numbers were large enough to
worldview that advocates
shift American culture in a very different direction. This
a public society free from
is especially true of the sexual revolution, which led to
the influence of religion.
the 1973 Supreme Court decision Roe v. Wade, legalizing
surgical abortion on demand.
Without a strong sense of what Christian cultural engagement involved, evangelicalism seemed incapable of responding to these trends. For example, the organization
producing this book (Summit Ministries) took an immediate stand against the Roe v. Wade
decision through the publication of David Noebel’s book Slaughter of the Innocent. Yet other
evangelical groups were neutral or even viewed abortion favorably, at least at first. Shortly
after the Roe v. Wade decision, the Southern Baptist Convention’s Baptist Press celebrated
the decision for having “advanced the cause of religious liberty, human equality and justice.”31 Today the Southern Baptist Convention is
Evangelicalism: a midstrongly pro-life, as is the larger evangelical Christian
twentieth-century
community, but at the time, evangelicals struggled to
Protestant movement
figure out how to respond to cultural issues.
that sees the essence
Then an evangelical ran for president. Not only was
of
Christianity as the
he a self-proclaimed born-again Christian, but he was
gospel: salvation comes
also a Sunday school teacher in a Baptist church and an
by grace through faith
honored military veteran. His name was Jimmy Carter. In
in the saving work
the wake of the Nixon Watergate scandal, the nation was
of Jesus Christ.
craving a president whose honesty and decency seemed
above reproach. Carter was elected handily.
Things immediately started going wrong. Carter’s approach to economic issues seemed to
make things worse, not better. Gas prices skyrocketed. Inflation was out of control. And the
people he put in charge of social policy were quite liberal
in their viewpoints. For example, the Carter administraMoral Majority: a late
tion formed the Department of Education, which
twentieth-century
immediately began taking steps that, for many evangelipolitical and religious
cals, threatened the freedom of parents to educate their
movement founded by
children in Christian schools. All of these actions left
Jerry Falwell to further
America dispirited.
Christian ideals through
One Virginia pastor had had enough. He set about
conservative politics—
forming a network of patriotic, concerned Christians to
namely, promoting laws
respond to the drift away from Christianity that he perthat restrict abortion
ceived in America. The pastor’s name was Jerry Falwell,
on demand and protect
and his organization was called the Moral Majority.
religious expression
Millions of people joined, and the effect was immediate.
in public education.
Falwell’s organization and similar groups got behind the
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presidential candidacy of former California governor Ronald Reagan. Before an audience of
fifteen thousand Christian leaders in Dallas, Texas, Reagan said, “I know this is a non-partisan
gathering, and so I know that you can’t endorse me, but I only brought that up because I want
you to know that I endorse you and what you’re doing.”32
The overwhelming popularity of Ronald Reagan
enabled conservatives to enact many parts of their
To many people, Reagan
agenda, primarily lowering the federal income-tax rate
was a hero who changed
and strengthening foreign policy. The effect was dramatic:
the course of history.
lower unemployment, lower inflation, and increased economic growth. To many people who remember that era,
Reagan was a hero who changed the course of history.

8. The End of Christian Conservatism as a Mass Movement
The influence of Christian conservatism continued through the turn of the century,
even though it waned in the 1990s as it faced unrelenting criticism from cultural elites in
both political parties and the media. Despite a vague sense that Christian conservatism
had run its course, the movement largely succeeded in accomplishing many of its aims,
which included obtaining restrictions to abortion on demand and establishing a system of
Christian schools and colleges across the country, some of which became quite large,
including Liberty University, which Jerry Falwell
founded during the Moral Majority days. Groups like
Two-Kingdoms Theology:
the Christian Action Council, cofounded by theologian
based on an idea
Harold O. J. Brown and former US surgeon general
expressed by Martin
C. Everett Koop, not only inspired the pro-life moveLuther, two-kingdoms
ment but also helped establish a network of crisis
theology distinguishes
pregnancy centers that opposed abortion yet still
between the kingdom
offered counseling and practical support to women
of God (i.e., the church)
with unwanted pregnancies.33
and the kingdom of
In the first decade of the twenty-first century, though,
humanity (i.e., the
evangelicalism began to splinter for at least three reasons.
state), contending
First, there was a growing resistance to the way Christians
that Christians should
were involved in the culture. Mostly, the movement was
not promote their
seen as too political. Separationists like Shane Claiborne
religious views outside
held this view, as well as a small yet influential group of
the kingdom of God.
Presbyterian theologians who embraced what is known
as the two-kingdoms theology. According to this view,
Martin Luther’s distinction between the kingdom of heaven and the kingdom of humanity
actually represents the kingdom of the church and the kingdom of the world, and therefore
the Bible’s teachings are relevant only to the life of the church, not to civil government. Says
Michael Horton, one of the two-kingdom theologians: “The central message of Christianity is
not a worldview, a way of life, or a program for personal and societal change; it is a gospel.”34
The second reason evangelicalism began to splinter has less to do with a well-thought-out
theological position than with a loss of enchantment among those in the rising generation.
- 22 -
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LifeWay researcher Ed Stetzer found in 2007 that of those who regularly attended youth group
as teens, only about 30 percent regularly attended church as twentysomethings.35 Saying they
needed a break from church, young adults seemed to stop
seeing the Christian faith as important to their everyday
Moralistic Therapeutic
lives. Christian Smith, a sociologist at the University of
Deism: a term coined
Notre Dame, has suggested that most young people who
by sociologist Christian
claim to be Christian have very shallow roots. Their priSmith in reference to the
mary theological beliefs are that God loves them and
shallow beliefs of many
wants them to be happy, a view he calls moralistic therayoung Christians in the
peutic diesm.36 To this way of thinking, God is a kindly
twenty-first century; the
grandfather who gives us treats and chuckles at our
belief that God loves
naughty antics.
everyone and wants
The third reason evangelicalism began coming apart
them to be happy.
is a rebranded reemergence of an old heresy called gnosticism. In this view, what we do in this world is really
irrelevant because ultimate reality is not physical but
Gnosticism: a secondspiritual. In the early days of the church, after Jesus’s rescentury heretical
urrection, gnostics went so far as to proclaim that Jesus
Christian movement that
didn’t really appear in the flesh, because they saw the
taught that the material
physical world as evil, and appearing in the flesh would
world was created and
have meant that Jesus participated in evil. Early church
maintained by a lesser
leaders condemned gnosticism as a radical and dangerdivine being, that matter
ous misunderstanding of the gospel. John the apostle
and the physical body
stated very strongly that anyone who “does not confess
are inherently evil, and
[that] Jesus [came in the flesh] is not from God” (1 John
that salvation can be
4:3). Still, in modern times, discouragement with the way
obtained only through
things are going has led many people, including many
an esoteric knowledge
Christians, to flirt with the idea that the physical world is
of divine reality and
unimportant.
the self-denial of
Today, whether because of embarrassment at
physical pleasures.
Christian political involvement, theological shallowness,
or a rising sense that what we do in the physical world
doesn’t matter, evangelical Christianity in America is declining in both popularity and influence. In fact, in 2009 Michael Spencer predicted in a widely read Christian Science Monitor
op-ed that evangelicalism would collapse within a decade.37 Others, however, have taken issue
with such a dire assessment, pointing out that while less committed believers seem to be
moving away from orthodoxy, the number of committed evangelicals remains steady. Still, it’s
hard to see churches being converted into playhouses, libraries, skate parks, and nightclubs
and not wonder whether Spencer’s predictions are coming true.
In this book, our aim is not to “save” evangelical Christianity. Rather, we wish to see the
difference it would make if we consistently applied a biblical worldview to today’s perplexing
issues. To do this, we’ll need to explore a middle way between the secular idea that the physical world is all there is and that the spiritual world is irrelevant, and the gnostic idea that the
physical world is irrelevant because only the spiritual world is ultimately real. The approach
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we’ll test rests on the ideas that both the physical and the spiritual matter to God. As a spiritual
being, God made creation and proclaimed it “good.”
The gospel doesn’t deny or trivialize any aspect of our fallen humanity but offers us full
restoration. In other words, as the Colson Center’s John Stonestreet observes, we’re not saved
from our humanness but to it.38 The revered thirteenth-century theologian Thomas Aquinas
put it this way: “Grace does not destroy nature, but completes it.”39
At the outset, we readily admit that in addition to the opposition Christianity faces in the
world, there are significant differences among Christians themselves. Such categories as
“born-again” or “evangelical” or “fundamentalist,” even though they are often used in a
derogatory fashion, are not monolithic. They include people of all races and political persuasions, as well as a bewildering array of theological beliefs. Undoubtedly, the majority of
evangelicals describe themselves as politically conservative, but even this category defies
description when it comes to issues like the appropriate level of government intervention,
taxes, the best way to care for the poor, foreign policy, and so forth.
Today the question for many Christians is whether it is even possible to be actively
concerned about what is happening in the world withMight there be a way to
out resorting to blunt political force on the one hand or
bring Christians together
seemingly pious separation on the other. Is it possible for
across long-drawn
Christians to care about culture without implying that we
theological lines to focus
are somehow responsible for bringing about God’s kingon how to help everyone
dom on Earth? Might there be a way to bring Christians
flourish in our culture
together across long-drawn theological lines to focus
without abandoning
on how to help everyone flourish in our culture without
firm adherence to
abandoning firm adherence to biblical truth?
biblical truth?
These are not easy questions. But the answer to each
question is yes. Let’s examine why.

9. What Are the Biblical Reasons for Caring?
As Christians, we want to care about what God cares about. From Scripture we can discern that God cares about his glory, that we bear his image, and that we love our neighbor as
ourselves. He cares about a great deal more, of course, but from these three principles we can
build a faithful biblical response to the most pressing issues of our age.

God Cares about His Glory
In the New Testament, the Greek word for “glory” is doxa, which means “good reputation”
or “honor.” Saint Augustine defined glory as “clara notitia cum laude,” or “brilliant celebrity with
praise.”40 God’s glory is so immense that all of nature proclaims it. Psalm 19:1 says, “The heavens
declare the glory of God, and the sky above proclaims his handiwork.” In the world to come,
God’s glory will sustain us. Revelation 21:23 says of heaven, “The city has no need of sun or
moon to shine on it, for the glory of God gives it light, and its lamp is the Lamb.”
Sin has caused humans to fall short of God’s glory (Rom. 3:23).41 Even worse, in our sin,
we attempt to exchange the glory of God for created images (Ps. 106:20; Rom. 1:23).42 Because
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of God’s grace, though, we may rejoice in the hope of the glory of God (Rom. 5:2),43 and we
can look forward to freedom from bondage to corruption (Rom. 8:21).44
Jesus Christ made this redemption possible. He is, according to Scripture, the glory of
God. Hebrews 1:3 says, “He is the radiance of the glory of God and the exact imprint of his
nature, and he upholds the universe by the word of his power.”
It is in and for his glory that Jesus Christ calls us and equips us for great things. Second
Peter 1:3 tells us that “[God’s] divine power has granted to us all things that pertain to life and
godliness, through the knowledge of him who called us to his own glory and excellence.” This
is why 1 Corinthians 10:31 says, “So, whether you eat or drink, or whatever you do, do all to
the glory of God.”

g

God Cares That We Bear His Image
In the very name God gave himself, YHWH (Gen. 2:4),45 he shows himself to be the
maker of covenants and the rescuer of his people. These are relational attributes, and it makes
sense because God is a relational God. Right from Genesis 1:26–2846 the Bible portrays God
as a king who, instead of erecting statues of himself, as kings in the Near East were known to
do, created image bearers—living, breathing humans to serve as stewards of his creation.47
Humanity has a special place in God’s creation. In the
Tob Meod: a Hebrew
biblical narrative, human beings are divinely created to
phrase translated
bear the imago Dei, the well-known Latin term for “image
as “very good”;
of God.” As opposed to pagan creation stories in which
the
very best thing
only the supreme ruler bears God’s image, there is in
possible; the ultimate
Scripture a sense in which all human beings bear God’s
superlative of good.
image.48 And the very nature of God’s plan for human
beings was, according to the biblical text, “very good.” In
Hebrew, the phrase is tob meod (pronounced “tōve MAY-odd”), which refers to something so
exceedingly, abundantly, and immeasurably good that happiness is the natural result.49
Your being, who you are as an image bearer of God, precedes any action you may take.
We call people human beings, not human doings, for a reason. That humans specially bear
God’s image and aren’t mere playthings for the gods is the
That humans specially
single biggest distinguishing characteristic between the
bear God’s image and
Judeo-Christian conception of humanity and all others.
aren’t mere playthings
According to this view, human beings are actually distinct
for the gods is the single
and inherently valuable persons regardless of size, level
biggest distinguishing
of development, environment, or degree of dependency.50
51
characteristic between
They have a definable essence.
the Judeo-Christian
So what does this have to do with caring? It’s simconception
of humanity
ple. Each and every person bears God’s image. If God
and all others.
cares enough about people to impart his image to them,
how could we justify caring any less? Unfortunately, we
humans often abuse the image of God by inviting others to worship us rather than the Creator.
As Dave Kinnaman and Gabe Lyons write in UnChristian, this is a major problem for the
rising generation:
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By a wide margin, [according to a Pew survey,] the top life priorities of eighteen- to
twenty-five-year-olds are wealth and personal fame. Objectives like helping people
who are in need, being a leader in the community, or becoming more spiritual have
much less traction among young Americans than they do among older adults.52

Luton First, sponsor of Britain’s National Kids’ Day, corroborated these findings in a survey that asked British schoolchildren under age ten, “What do you think is the very best thing
in the world?” The number one reply was “Being a
Celebrity,” followed by “Good Looks” and “Being Rich.”
Narcissism: the love
“God” was the tenth—and last—response on the list.53
of or obsession with
The term for this obsessive self-focus is narcissism,
oneself; selfishness;
which is derived from a Greek myth about a boy who fell
self-centeredness.
in love with his own reflection. In their book The
Narcissism Epidemic, Jean Twenge and Keith Campbell
lay the blame at the feet of endlessly repeated mantras, such as “You are special,” and ask
whether this blatant promotion of self-love has the potential to become pandemic among
young adults.54
Narcissism is a personal problem that morphs into a cultural problem that Twenge
and Campbell say leads to vanity, materialism, uniqueness [that we are better than others],
antisocial behavior, relationship troubles, entitlement,
and self-centered religion and volunteering.55 The last
When we fail to bear
item on this list, religion and volunteering, should shake
God’s image, or bear it
us up. Even good things become bad when the goal is
badly, even our good
boosting self-admiration.56 When we fail to bear God’s
deeds can contribute to
image, or bear it badly, even our good deeds can conthe overall level of evil.
tribute to the overall level of evil. As Isaiah 64:6 states,
“We have all become like one who is unclean, and all
our righteous deeds are like a polluted garment. We all fade like a leaf, and our iniquities,
like the wind, take us away.”

God Cares That We Love Our Neighbors
The first two things God cares about—his glory and his image—lead to the third thing he
cares about: that we love our neighbors. Scripture says we’re to love our neighbors to the glory
of God. We read in Romans 15:7 that we should “welcome one another as Christ has welcomed
you, for the glory of God.” The word welcome in Greek is proslambanō, which implies inviting
someone into the life of something. In other words, God is glorified when we personally care
for those around us. Scripture reminds us that our ability to serve in this way comes only
through God’s power and only so that Christ may be glorified (1 Pet. 4:10–11).57
That God is glorified when we care for those around
us is no minor point in Scripture. In fact, it’s a central
God is glorified when
feature of God’s plan. In the Old Testament, Leviticus 19
we personally care for
is just one passage that speaks of how we should love our
those around us.
neighbors because of who God is:
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When you reap the harvest of your land, you shall not reap your field right up to
its edge, neither shall you gather the gleanings after your harvest. And you shall
not strip your vineyard bare, neither shall you gather the fallen grapes of your
vineyard. You shall leave them for the poor and for the sojourner: I am the LORD
your God.
You shall not steal; you shall not deal falsely; you shall not lie to one another.
You shall not swear by my name falsely, and so profane the name of your God: I
am the LORD.
You shall not oppress your neighbor or rob him. The wages of a hired worker
shall not remain with you all night until the morning. You shall not curse the deaf or
put a stumbling block before the blind, but you shall fear your God: I am the LORD.
You shall do no injustice in court. You shall not be partial to the poor or defer
to the great, but in righteousness shall you judge your neighbor. (vv. 9–15)

Notice the motivation God gave the people: I am the Lord your God. It’s because God is
glorious that the Israelites were to serve, and this service applied to everything from agriculture to business contracts to dealing with employees to poverty care to legal matters.
Loving our neighbors is the clear, unequivocal response to the reality that they are image
bearers of God. In Matthew 22, Jesus was asked about the great commandment in the Law of
Moses. He replied, “You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your
soul and with all your mind. This is the great and first commandment. And a second is like it:
You shall love your neighbor as yourself. On these two
commandments depend all the Law and the Prophets”
Our love for God will
(vv. 37–40). Our love for God will be evident by how
be evident by how
richly and fully we love our neighbors.
richly and fully we
This is a whole Bible truth. The apostle Paul reiterlove our neighbors.
ated many key Old Testament commands and makes it
clear that obedience to them is part of the way we are to
proclaim the gospel. From our economic structures to our personal conduct, Scripture clearly
ties everything we do back to glorifying God, bearing God’s image, and loving our neighbors.
Consider, for example, Romans 13:

w

Owe no one anything, except to love each other, for the one who loves another has
fulfilled the law. For the commandments, “You shall not commit adultery, You shall
not murder, You shall not steal, You shall not covet,” and any other commandment,
are summed up in this word: “You shall love your neighbor as yourself.” Love does
no wrong to a neighbor; therefore love is the fulfilling of the law.
Besides this you know the time, that the hour has come for you to wake from
sleep. For salvation is nearer to us now than when we first believed. The night
is far gone; the day is at hand. So then let us cast off the works of darkness and
put on the armor of light. Let us walk properly as in the daytime, not in orgies
and drunkenness, not in sexual immorality and sensuality, not in quarreling and
jealousy. But put on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make no provision for the flesh, to
gratify its desires. (vv. 8–14)
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If redeemed people don’t care for others by loving them as neighbors, who will? The
Christian writer C. S. Lewis believed that the humility of serving our neighbors is part of
displaying God’s glory: “The load, or weight, or burden of my neighbour’s glory should be laid
on my back, a load so heavy that only humility can carry it, and the backs of the proud will be
broken.”58 Lewis went on to say that
the dullest and most uninteresting person you can talk to may one day be a creature
which, if you saw it now, you would be strongly tempted to worship, or else a horror
and a corruption such as you now meet, if at all, only in a nightmare. All day long we
are, in some degree, helping each other to one or the other of these destinations.…
Next to the Blessed Sacrament itself, your neighbour is the holiest object presented
to your senses.59

Scripture repeatedly emphasizes the connection
between our neighbors’ well-being and our love for God
through the concept of shalom—peace, wellness, prosperity, tranquillity, and contentment. At the very heart
of shalom is neighborliness: We should wish shalom for
others as well as ourselves. In fact, God told the Israelites
in captivity that their shalom would be secured as they
worked to secure shalom for those around them, even
their captors (Jer. 29:7).60
But seeking the good of our neighbors, which is contrary to our sin nature, must involve repentance,
redemption, and renewal. If it doesn’t, the good we do may end up looking like caring even
though it is actually narcissism. We may have the best of intentions but end up doing more
harm than good.

Shalom: from the
Hebrew for “peace,
prosperity, and
wellness”; a concept
that implies harmony
in creation and with
one’s neighbors
as well as a right
relationship with God.

10. How We Ought to Care
Biblical caring focuses on attributes that Scripture itself admonishes us to pursue. We’ll
look at three of these attributes: wisdom, worthiness, and words.

Godly Caring Is Based on Wisdom
Wisdom is central to the Scripture’s vision of human flourishing. However, many people
find it theologically baffling because wisdom seems to have more to do with what we might
call common grace—the grace of God that is available to
Wisdom is central to
all people so that they might live well in God’s creation—
the Scripture’s vision
than with saving grace, the grace available to the
of human flourishing.
redeemed. It’s possible for a person to be wise in a particular area, such as developing an artistic ability, and foolish
in rejecting God. Scripture’s Wisdom Literature—Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and the
Song of Solomon—reveals four distinct meanings of wisdom:
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•

Skill in a craft; technical expertise (e.g., metal worker, skilled warriors, sailors, farmers, priests, scribes, judges, counselors)

•

Intelligence; shrewdness, such as the academic wisdom of Solomon (1 Kings 4:29);61
and the scheming or cunning of Pharaoh (Exod. 1:10)62 or David (1 Kings 2:6, 9)63

•

Good sense; moral understanding—the ability to apply knowledge prudently to life

•

Understanding the fundamental issues of life—this top level recognizes that the
essence of wisdom is theological (“the fear of the Lord”)

In outlining how to live well, the Wisdom Literature is guided by four assumptions:
•

The universe is ordered, and life proceeds according to a fixed order.

•

This order is teachable and learnable.

•

By learning the order in the universe, the individual is handed an instrument with
which to determine and navigate his or her way through life.

•

The source and foundation of the order in the universe is God himself.

We should, according to the book of Proverbs, pursue a life of wisdom even though it
costs everything we have (Prov. 4:7).64 Normally, wisdom’s rewards are straightforward. We
reap what we sow. If we develop the right character and make right decisions, we’ll be successful. If we cultivate poor character and make poor decisions, on the other hand, our lives will
be a disaster.
Yes, as we see in Job and Ecclesiastes, things don’t
Normally, wisdom’s
always work out as expected. We’re affected by the presrewards are
ence of evil, by our own limitations, and by the poor
straightforward.
We
decisions others make. But the Bible still encourages us to
reap what we sow.
live according to the principles of wisdom and encourage
others to do so as well.

Godly Caring Is Based on Worthiness
Scripture focuses on what it means to live a worthy life. The apostle Paul tells us in
Philippians 1:27, “Only let your manner of life be worthy of the gospel of Christ.” He went on
to say, “Finally, brothers, whatever is true, whatever is honorable, whatever is just, whatever is
pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is commendable, if there is any excellence, if there is anything worthy of praise, think about these things” (4:8).
The word worthy in Greek is axios, which means “to be recognized as fitting.” It’s the root
word of the English word axis, as in the axis on which the world turns.65 A worthy life is based on
such virtues as prudence, charity, hope, and faith, around which the world of humanity turns.66
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The biblical approach to virtue is very different from the self-help psychologies that focus
on our happiness, our health, and our spiritual awareness rather than on how we can live to
glorify God by loving our neighbors.
From a biblical view, there is a relationship between an individual’s mental outlook and
his or her belief about God, Christ, salvation, and eternal life. When we focus on core virtues that are truly worthy, our souls, spirits, hearts, and
minds grow. Self-centeredness, on the other hand,
A virtuous person will
shrinks us.
literally lead out of the
Christians explain that a virtuous life is possible
overflow of a worthy life.
because God, through Christ, forgives our sins, heals
our sinful human nature, and replaces our guilty consciences with the fruit of his Spirit. The fruit of the Spirit comes from the work of the Holy
Spirit in our lives, and it is always outward focused. A virtuous person will literally lead out
of the overflow of a worthy life.

Godly Caring Is Based on Words
Twenty miles into my first marathon, I hit a wall. With only 6.2 miles to go, I suddenly felt
as if I might topple over. Along that last part of the route, however, volunteers stood cheering,
holding signs, and offering words of encouragement. By the time I hit the home stretch, I was
so energized that I sprinted to the finish. It might not have looked like I was running very fast,
but I felt as if I were flying. The cheering of the crowd breathed life into me at just the right
moment.
Words can bring life. Proverbs 18:21 says, “Death and life are in the power of the tongue,
and those who love it will eat its fruits.” Well-spoken words of encouragement enrich us. “A
word fitly spoken is like apples of gold in a setting of silver,” as Proverbs 25:11 observes. You
can probably recall a specific time in which someone gave you a blessing, even if it was as
simple as “Good job! Keep going!” Words can also bring death. I once conducted a study of
grown-ups who related stories of teachers who’d had a bad influence on them. Stunningly, the
people in my study—many of whom had been out of school for thirty or forty years—could
remember word for word nasty things the bad teachers had said, words that in effect became
a curse on their lives.
We owe it to our fellow citizens to speak the truth as we understand it. To not do so is to
violate at least three scriptural principles:
1. “Do not withhold good from those to whom it is due, when it is in your power to do
it” (Prov. 3:27).
2. “Rescue those who are being taken away to death; hold back those who are stumbling
to the slaughter. If you say, ‘Behold, we did not know this,’ does not he who weighs the
heart perceive it? Does not he who keeps watch over your soul know it, and will he not
repay man according to his work?” (24:11–12).
3. “Open your mouth for the mute, for the rights of all who are destitute” (31:8).
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As we speak the way God designed us to speak, we bear his image well. And when we
do that, we can live with wisdom and show ourselves to be worthy in a way that blesses
other people. It enables us to be like members of the ancient Israelite tribe of Issachar, who
understood the times and knew what Israel ought to do (1 Chron. 12:32).67 Because they
had understanding and used words wisely, they were apparently seen as leaders in the
nation.
Words are important to the gospel, which is a spoken message. The apostle John even
called Jesus “the Word” (John 1:1).68 And much attention is devoted throughout the New
Testament to living and speaking in a way worthy of him. Ed Stetzer put a spin on an old adage
attributed to Saint Francis of Assisi: “Preach the Gospel, and since it’s necessary, use words.”69
As we live wisely, walk worthily, and speak words of life, we prepare the ground in which the
seeds of the gospel can grow. Caring, then, is at the very heart of what it means to live the
Christian life.

As w

w

11. What You’ll Learn in This Book
It’s a daunting task to apply a biblical worldview to
the issues of our culture. We’ll almost certainly have our
disagreements—both theological and political—along
the way. But our task isn’t to come up with point-bypoint policy prescriptions for today’s ills. It is to develop a
method of applying our faith to the culture.
This said, here’s a little overview of what we’ll focus
on in this volume:

As we live wisely,
walk worthily, and
speak words of life, we
prepare the ground
in which the seeds of
the gospel can grow.

•

What culture is, how it’s fashioned, and how Christians in the past have shaped culture.

•

How to become a shaper of culture who thinks and speaks clearly and logically.

•

What biblical principles look like when applied to tough issues, such as technology;
the arts and entertainment; abortion; euthanasia; bioethics; sexuality (including
pornography and same-sex attraction, marriage, politics, creation care, poverty care,
tolerance, persecution, religious liberty, justice, the use of force, and community
renewal).

Whew. That’s quite a list. Along the way it may seem overwhelming. Even as I write I
sometimes feel that there are too many issues with too many angles for me to effectively care
about. That’s why I’m trying to keep my eye firmly on the baseline of shalom, because, as we
saw earlier, shalom means pursuing the peace, tranquillity, and prosperity of our communities. Shalom is the connection between the way we bear God’s image and the way we care for
our neighbors’ well-being.
This doesn’t mean that all of our neighbors will be grateful. It’s very likely that Christians
alive today—no matter where they are in the world—will be mocked, denied rights and freedoms, and even physically persecuted for their beliefs. “In the world you will have tribulation,”
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Jesus said (John 16:33).70 God calls us to stand for truth and fight against evil and injustice.
Our central question is not “Could I be harmed by this belief or action?” but “How can I pursue shalom so people can live in prosperous harmony with one another in a way that glorifies
God?” Even if we go to our graves feeling that all our efforts have been in vain, we aren’t to
worry, because we have this encouragement from Jesus: “Take heart; I have overcome the
world” (John 16:33).

12. Givers, Not Takers
As we saw at the beginning of this chapter, we humans base our lives on what we
believe to be true. If we believe the Bible, we ought to find ourselves increasingly becoming
givers, not takers. In my book Handoff, I told an old story of a man who visited a farmer
friend. As the men sat on the porch rocking back and forth, two of the farmer’s dogs got
into a fight. Startled, the visitor asked, “Aren’t you going to stop them?”
“Nah, they’ll stop soon enough. They fight all the time.”
“Which one wins?” asked the visitor.
“Whichever one I feed the most,” the farmer replied.71
With every action, we either feed or starve the two competing sides of our nature, the
giver side or the taker side. Those who feed the “taker”
ultimately live miserable lives. They don’t build anyWith every action, we
thing of enduring value, they don’t leave others better
either feed or starve the
off, and they don’t rescue the perishing. Those who cultwo competing sides of
tivate the “giver,” on the other hand, learn to build and
our nature, the giver side
deposit and grow. They gain favor with God and man.
or the taker side. Takers
When difficulty chips away at them, it only reveals a
grow needier; givers
deeper beauty. When it comes to facing difficult issues,
become more generous.
takers wilt quickly and slink away; givers take on challenges willingly. Takers tolerate people; givers shape
them. Takers grow needier; givers become more generous. Takers fill their houses with
junk; givers fill their lives with memories.
You and I develop into givers or takers through the endless choices we make every day. Of
course, we can’t solve every problem in the world or we’ll get burned out. But the solution to
burnout is not to back away; it is to engage biblically. Author Parker Palmer says that burnout
“results from trying to give what I do not possess.… It does not result from giving all I have:
it merely reveals the nothingness from which I was trying to give in the first place.”72 Only
when we have a clear sense of who God is and what he thinks can we truly care about others.
So let’s get to it. As C. S. Lewis said in his famous
sermon “The Weight of Glory,” “The cross comes before
Only when we have
the crown and tomorrow is a Monday morning. A cleft
a clear sense of who
has opened in the pitiless walls of the world, and we are
God is and what he
invited to follow our great Captain inside.”73 Let’s open
thinks can we truly
the door and go on in, first by discussing what culture
care about others.
actually is, how it’s created, and how Christians in the
past have shaped it.
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2
What Is
Culture?
1. Does Culture Matter?
Culture happens when humans interact with the world.
Everyone participates in culture. Some even help create it. In
history, small groups of
culture creators commitCulture happens when
ted to a well-defined set of
humans interact with
principles have exerted a
the world. Everyone
very large influence in the
participates in culture.
lives of others, for better or
Some even help create it.
for worse. “In the Christian
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view, then, human beings are, by divine intent and their very nature, world-makers,” says
sociologist James Davison Hunter.1
Ernest Gordon’s To End All Wars is a moving example of how Christians can shape culture even amid unimaginable circumstances. Gordon was a prisoner in one of the cruelest
places on Earth: a squalid and terrifying World War II Japanese prison camp called Chungkai.
Chungkai was filthy, disease ridden, and inhumane. Prisoners frequently died from
starvation, disease, overwork, beatings, shootings, beheadings, or hopelessness. One man,
Dusty, was mockingly hung on a tree to die like the Savior he professed. Deprived of their
humanity, the prisoners adopted a beastly survival-of-the-fittest mind-set. Death meant
nothing, and life meant little more. Gordon, a member of the elite Scottish Highlanders,
described it this way: “Death called to us from every direction. It was in the air we breathed,
the food we ate, the things we talked about. The rhythm of death obsessed us with its beat—a
beat so regular, so pervasive, so inescapable that it made Chungkai a place of shadows in the
dark valley.”2
But two events, according to Gordon, changed everything. First, word spread of a prisoner who, in the name of Christ, offered his own food
“Death called to us from
and stayed by the side of his bunkmate to nurse him back
every direction. It was
from the brink of death. His bunkmate survived, but
in the air we breathed,
he did not. In the second incident, a guard threatened
the food we ate, the
to randomly execute the prisoners serving a work detail
things we talked about.”
until someone confessed to stealing a missing shovel. A
Christian stepped forward and confessed, saving the lives
of the others. The enraged guard beat the man, crushing his skull. The others watched in
horror, helpless to assist the man who had given his life for theirs. A later recount showed no
shovels missing.
From a purely pragmatic viewpoint, these deaths were a foolish waste. But in the camp,
they led to a new attitude of “You first” rather than “Me first.” Christian volunteers changed
gangrenous bandages and bathed hideous wounds. Life regained some of its meaning. Even
the experience of death changed as prisoners stopped piling bodies, instead electing chaplains
to conduct honorable funerals for the fallen.
Out of this restored humanity grew a stunning culture. The prisoners formed a library and
taught courses in everything from math to philosophy
From a purely pragmatic
to languages (nine of them). They staged plays. Having
viewpoint, these deaths
retrieved six violins from a vandalized relief shipment,
were a foolish waste.
they formed an orchestra and held concerts.
But in the camp, they
The overall camp conditions hadn’t changed.
led to a new attitude
Frightful diseases still claimed lives. Food was still scarce
of “You first” rather
and nauseating. But the culture had changed. Sacrifice
than “Me first.”
had brought meaning out of misery. Gordon wrote,
Death was still with us—no doubt about that. But we were slowly being freed from
its destructive grip. We were seeing for ourselves the sharp contrast between the
forces that made for life and those that made for death. Selfishness, hatred, envy,
jealousy, greed, self-indulgence, laziness and pride were all anti-life. Love, heroism,
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self-sacrifice, sympathy, mercy, integrity and creative faith, on the other hand, were
the essence of life, turning mere existence into living in its truest sense. These were
the gifts of God to men.3

What Gordon described was culture. He and a handful of others refused to accept the
environment that had been forced on them. Despite their horrifying conditions, they were
able to shape something beautiful. Along the way, they transformed a place of hatred, cowardice, and greed into a place of love, heroism, and self-sacrifice.
A worldview that denies suffering, submits to fate, or coldly envisions a world of mere
survival of the fittest is unable to explain a story like Gordon’s. In fact, such a story would be
incomprehensible if there weren’t something so profoundly worth living for that even the fear
of death could not conquer it. But the message of the Christian worldview is that something
like this indeed exists. Whether in a remote outpost of the Roman Empire or a forgotten
prisoner-of-war camp in Asia, the Christian worldview doesn’t ignore culture or stand aloof
from it. It transforms it.
While the assertion that Christianity can positively influence culture seems self-evident, it
is the subject of great controversy. Some wonder whether
The Christian worldview
Christianity should have anything to do with culture.
doesn’t ignore culture
Others are skeptical because so many culture-change
or stand aloof from
efforts end badly. Still others wonder whether anyone can
it. It transforms it.
really change cultures to begin with, or should even try
to. Maybe we should all just mind our own business.
What Christians should do with culture is such a big question that it will take three chapters to answer it. In this chapter, we’ll define culture. In the next chapter, we’ll examine how
Christians in other times and places have interacted with culture. Following that discussion,
we’ll spend a chapter outlining a plan by which we can engage culture faithfully, especially in
relation to the difficult issues we face in our own time.
For readers who love to look “under the hood” to see what makes the engine of culture
run, these three chapters will be an exciting, eye-opening journey. Some readers, though, will
be impatient to get to the issues that form the bulk of this book. I understand the impatience,
but if we don’t understand what culture is and how it can be changed, we risk damaging the
very societal tissue on which we presume to operate with a healing touch.

2. Can We Change Culture, and Should We Even Try?
Nearly everyone agrees that we have problems in our society today. In fact, despite stunning advances in technology and medicine, most people think our culture has gotten worse,
not better.4
The question isn’t whether bad things are happening—they are—but what we should do
in response. In one of my presentations, I suggested that Christians ought to try to engage culture. Afterward a pastor approached me to express disagreement. He was polite and respectful
but still firmly insisted that Christians ought to avoid engaging with culture. Later in the day,
he gave me a two-page list of Bible verses from the King James Version illustrating his point.
Here’s a sample:
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•

“My son, walk not thou in the way with them; refrain thy foot from their path” (Prov.
1:15).

•

“Enter not into the path of the wicked, and go not in the way of evil men” (4:14).

•

“Go from the presence of a foolish man, when thou perceivest not in him the lips of
knowledge” (14:7).

•

“Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord” (2 Cor.
6:17).

His list contained all of the verses he could find that warn believers not to walk with
unbelievers. Of course, the danger that this world will pull us toward idolatrous ideas and lead
us to forfeit our faith is very real. Many people have lost their bearings because they were
influenced by others who didn’t share their convictions. The Old Testament king Solomon,
who authored the Proverbs on this pastor’s list, was one of them. He married many wives and
began following their various religions (1 Kings 11). He began ruling as a very wise young
man; he ended his life regretful and confused (see the book of Ecclesiastes). This pastor’s point
is well taken.
Yet it’s a big mistake to assume that culture is always a bad thing we must avoid. As
we saw in chapter 1, there are also many other biblical
injunctions that call us to intentionally involve ourselves
It’s a big mistake to
in culture. Indeed, God will hold to account those who
assume that culture is
see wrong taking place and do nothing about it (Prov.
always a bad thing we
24:11–12).5 Even the apostle Paul, from whose Corinthian
must avoid. Indeed, God
letter the pastor quoted (“Come out from among them,
will hold to account
and be ye separate”), famously discussed and debated
those who see wrong
with nonbelievers in Athens, Greece (Acts 17:16–34). He
taking place and do
even quoted from their own poets and philosophers. Paul
nothing about it.
knew their culture and, in fact, used it as a platform from
which to preach the gospel.
The Old Testament is full of examples of culture shapers as well. Joseph became a leader
in Egypt. Moses started the nation of Israel. Esther influenced the king and protected her
people, the Jews. Daniel and his friends learned Babylon’s literature and language and attained
influence that they used for godly purposes.
Looking at the Bible as a whole gives a very strong impression that God wants us to
engage the culture. Further, we need to engage culture for its long-term good rather than
merely to fix problems in the short term. The prophet Jeremiah, speaking for God, told the
Jewish captives in Babylon to stop hoping for a quick escape and instead to “seek the welfare
of the city where I have sent you into exile” (Jer. 29:7).6
Let me illustrate with an odd example. Several years ago I lived in the countryside, where
my wife and I were close friends with the family on the neighboring property. One day as I
was leaving for work, the neighbor’s dog shuffled up to me whimpering. Apparently he had
tried to take a bite out of a porcupine and got a mouthful of quills for his effort.
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No problem, I thought. I’ll just yank them out. But hypersensitive to his own pain, the dog
became distraught and tried to bite me. Not until he had received a sedative from the traveling
veterinarian were we able to get him to relax enough so we could remove the quills. Soon
the delicate procedure was complete, the dog finished his “nap,” and everything returned to
normal. Never again did the chastened hound bother any creature that looked remotely like
a porcupine, including skunks (thankfully). From that day forward, he chased nothing but
squirrels.
“Quill removal” is a common approach to culture. It stems from reacting more to the
symptoms than the problems causing those symptoms. If we can extract a few irritating quills,
we think, everything will be fine. For instance, some might say, “If we can just get excessive
government out of our lives, then we’ll live well.” Others say, “If we can just crack down on
crime, then we’ll be able to flourish.” Still others, however, identify exactly the opposite kind
of quills: “If we can just get the government to remedy economic and racial injustice, we’ll be
free to live good lives.” Lots of people have a quill or two or four they would like pulled from
our culture. Some of these pet projects—forgive the pun—include reforming education, regulating behavior, cleaning up popular culture, employing technology more efficiently, fighting
for justice, and protecting the environment. The list is almost endless.
But what if the attacks on culture are less like quills embedded in the skin and more like
some sort of cancer flowing through the bloodstream? If so, taking a painkiller and dealing
with surface wounds might, in spite of welcome temporary relief, cause us to miss the healing
that’s possible only by treating the source of the pain.
Just as easy as putting salve on surface wounds,
If God’s revelation in
perhaps even easier, is pretending that the something or
the Bible is the source
someone “out there” is actually causing the problems we
of truth, we ought to
face. We can’t expect nonbelievers to act like believers,
seek to influence culture
but if God’s revelation in the Bible is the source of truth,
by living out that truth
we ought to seek to influence culture by living out that
as much as possible.
truth as much as possible. This is for the good of others as
well as for our own good.
Here’s why. Many worldviews, because they don’t have a category for personal sin and
guilt, see all problems as external, not internal. If we could stop those few bad people “out
there” from having their way, they think, our problems would be solved. Protests calling for the
overthrow of the wealthy are a good example. We don’t have as much money as we want, they
say, because the rich took it. The answer? Revolution. Express anger, and change will come.
As the popular 1990s Canadian band Nickelback sang in an album they hoped would launch
their comeback,
What do we want? We want the change.
And how’re we gonna get there? Revolution.7
For those in pain, revolution seems to promise immediate relief. But culture change
takes time. As culture commentator Andy Crouch phrases it, “The only thing you can do
with Rome in a day is burn it.”8 Plus, if the problem lies within our own souls, lashing out
through revolt won’t make things turn out the way we want them to. What if, as the Christian
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worldview teaches, the problem isn’t only “them” but also “us”? Well, then, we’re back to the
cultural drawing board, aren’t we?
Snarling at our problems won’t change them. Nor will attacking them one by one. Instead,
we need to become students of culture, understanding its elements and discerning its underpinnings so our solutions actually restore health rather than merely stave off the ravages of
disease. Let’s start by seeking to understand what culture is in the first place.

3. What Is Culture Anyway?
Business guru John Kotter knows a lot about shaping
organizational cultures in the business world, and he
knows it isn’t easy. “Here is the problem,” he says. “First,
virtually no one clearly defines what they mean by ‘culture,’ and when they do they usually get it wrong. Second,
virtually no one has read the original research that shows
why culture—when clearly defined—is so important,
how it is formed, and how it changes.”9
This is true beyond the business world, in culture as a whole. We need to understand what
culture is and how it’s formed if we want to understand why we should change it—or how.
According to professor Kevin Vanhoozer, “Culture refers to everything that humans do
voluntarily as opposed to involuntarily (e.g., by nature, reflex, or instinct).”10 Andy Crouch’s
definition is even simpler. Culture, he says, “is what we make of the world.”11 The poet T. S.
Eliot, in Notes towards the Definition of Culture, defined culture as “that which makes life
worth living. And it is what justifies other peoples and other generations in saying, when they
contemplate the remains and the influence of an extinct civilisation, that it was worth while
for that civilisation to have existed.”12
Cultures are complex things. As James Davison Hunter points out, culture is what gives
us a sense of what we should or should not do. Cultures develop over a long period of time,
and cultural ideas harden into institutions. These institutions give certain people status and
power, which they use to keep things the way they are.13
Hoping for cultural change does not, in itself, change anything. Those who want change
must have a deep knowledge of what culture is and how it got that way. In his landmark volume on the history of intellectual influence, sociologist Randall Collins says most of the
large-scale cultural change that has taken place was the result of just a few dozen philosophers,
artists, and religious leaders who operated in influential intellectual networks.14
Those who study culture are called cultural
anthropologists. Often their work deals with minute
Cultural Anthropologist:
aspects of distant cultures. But in a sense, we ought to
one who studies the
all be cultural anthropologists so we can discern culcultural details of
ture’s power in our lives and find ways to breathe life
society, such as social
into it, as Ernest Gordon and his fellow prisoners did at
institutions, language,
Chungkai prison camp.
law, politics, religion,
Cultural anthropologists know that seemingly small
art, and technology.
elements of culture have the power to define what we

Culture: the way of life
for a group of people;
the culmination of
human communication
and willful activity in a
particular civilization.
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think is normal. Here’s an example of how a small decision in the economic realm helped
create a large change in a whole culture. In the mid-1800s in England, it was important to
have cheap sugar for tea. When Samuel Wilberforce, the bishop of Oxford, gave a speech in
Parliament announcing that “cheap sugar means cheap slaves,” people began considering
the possibility that saving a few shillings on sugar was putting human lives at risk.15 In a
nation where believers had, a generation before, succeeded in abolishing the slave trade and
slavery (largely through the efforts of Samuel Wilberforce’s father, William Wilberforce),
Wilberforce’s words stripped away the excuses people made that led to misery on plantations far away. Wilberforce knew that what we ignore can influence culture just as much as
what we attend to.
Also consider what happened during a six-and-aWhat we ignore can
half-minute segment at the 2013 MTV Video Music
influence culture
Awards, which Rolling Stone said changed pop culture
just as much as what
forever.16 In that short span of time, the once-innocent
we attend to.
child actor and singer Miley Cyrus sang “We can’t stop”
while simulating sexual intercourse with another singer,
Robin Thicke.
In previous times the performance might have surprised those in the audience and merited nothing but a black-and-white photo in newspapers. Through the television broadcast
and replays on YouTube, though, millions of people read news reports about the event and
viewed the performance itself. A line had been crossed, much to the delight of the narcissistic,
young performer.
Two months after Cyrus’s performance, Queen Latifah presided over the first-ever televised same-sex, mass wedding during the Grammy Awards, accompanied by Macklemore’s
award-winning rap ballad “Same Love.” By the standards of what has constituted marriage for
the past two thousand years, this should have been viewed as far more shocking than Cyrus’s
vulgarity. But because it was carried out tastefully—with fully clothed performers and no
indecent gestures—the cultural commentators who had a fit about Cyrus’s performance were
nearly mute about Latifah’s.
Latifah officiated the first televised same-sex mass wedding, and America yawned. As
John Stonestreet and Sean McDowell later noted in reference to this incident, “In terms of
cultural significance, silence either signifies irrelevance
or complete victory. This silence was deafening.”17 It was
Latifah officiated the
no big deal. These two performances may, looking back,
first televised sameseem like trivial cultural moments. Because technology
sex mass wedding, and
enabled people all over the world to view them, though,
America yawned.
they redefined what we think of as normal and caused
people to believe in—and even celebrate—something
that just a few years ago would have been unthinkable.
How do cultural acts like these gain such power? After all, viewers could have seen
Cyrus and Latifah as pathetically shallow people desperate for attention. They could have just
shrugged and changed the channel. But that’s not what happened. And once we understand
something about the nature of human community and the elements that make up culture, we
may understand why.
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4. Where Does Culture Come From?
Humans create culture. As far as we can tell, this isn’t true with any other creatures. Lots
of animals communicate. They have social organization. Some have advanced language.
Prairie dogs, for instance, use different kinds of chirps to describe various predators, such as
hawks or coyotes. This language is so advanced, says Con Slobodchikoff, who has studied
prairie-dog language for thirty years, that in one-tenth of a second, prairie dogs can use vocal
calls to say something as specific as, “Tall thin human wearing blue shirt walking slowly across
the colony.”18
For humans, though, speech is the most significant
way
we communicate. As Walter Ong said, “Man comOnly human beings
municates with his whole body, and yet the word is his
use the spoken word to
primary medium. Communication, like knowledge, flowpermanently alter their
ers in speech.”19 Other creatures communicate through
surroundings for their
vocalizations, posture, and even blushing. Humans do
own benefit. The spoken
this too. But only human beings use the spoken word to
word creates culture.
permanently alter their surroundings for their own benefit. The spoken word creates culture.20
The use of spoken language is universal among human communities. One of the early
cultural anthropologists focusing on spoken language, Edward Sapir, wrote in 1921,
There is no more striking general fact about language than its universality. One may
argue as to whether a particular tribe engages in activities that are worthy of the
name of religion or of art, but we know of no people that is not possessed of a fully
developed language. The lowliest South African Bushman speaks in the forms of a
rich symbolic system that is in essence perfectly comparable to the speech of the
cultivated Frenchman.21

Human beings use spoken language to link themselves to the surrounding environment,
to regulate their behavior in community, and even to develop higher mental processes.22
Human use of spoken language is different from other animals not only on the level of
what our mouth-and-tongue structure make possible but also on the level of the purpose to
which it is put. Animal communication can be quite advanced, but it always seems to be on
the level of signs. A sign is a stimulus (a unit of sensory input that rouses the organism to
action) announcing that which it is a part of. Thunder, for example, is a sign of an advancing
storm. Spoken language does make use of signs, of course, but it primarily revolves around
symbols. A symbol is a stimulus as well, but the relationship with the thing to which it refers is
not as clear as the relationship between thunder and a storm. Rather, it is based on the agreement of human users. For example, a nation’s flag symbolizes not only what its government
does but all that its culture represents to those who participate in it.
When as few as two of us begin to use spoken language to communicate, we develop ways
of understanding the world that make sense to us, that organize our perceptions of the world,
and that allow us to change our environment based on the agreements we’ve made. Over time,
even the natural things in our environment become symbols to us. Mountains symbolize
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majesty. A burbling brook symbolizes peace. An elk with a full set of antlers symbolizes
strength. These things may have little symbolic meaning in and of themselves, but when we
conceive of them in a certain way, it changes the way we think and communicate. Mountains
don’t just change what we think of as majestic; our developing sense of majesty changes how
we see mountains.
For several decades Ken Myers has read widely and thought deeply about cultural change.
Starting out as a reporter and producer for public radio,
Myers developed a highly regarded audio magazine
When we use
called the Mars Hill Audio Journal, in which he interspoken language
views authors and thinkers who discuss everything from
to communicate,
science to literature to theology, all in the service of coaxwe develop ways of
ing Christians below life’s surface into the fascinating and
understanding the
dramatic world of ideas. The Mars Hill Audio Journal has
world that make sense
become a cultural phenomenon in and of itself. Its subto us, that organize our
scribers might number only in the thousands, as opposed
perceptions of the world,
to the millions who view television, read magazines, or
and that allow us to
pick up newspapers, but those thousands are some of the
change our environment
most influential Christian thought leaders in the world.
based on the agreements
Mars Hill Audio Journal subscribers trust Myers’s
we’ve made.
insights about culture. These insights are possible, Myers
says, because he pays attention to six aspects of culture
rather than just the one or two most other people consider.23
1. Artifacts. An artifact is an object made by a human being. Artifacts include material
things such as cars and buildings but also less tangible yet very real things such as literary
forms and styles of design. Artifacts may seem like mere
“things,” but as we interact with them, our habits change.
Artifact: any manDigital technology, for example, is an artifact common all
made thing, both
over the world. It has changed the way we communicate.
tangible (e.g., works
Social media websites, email, and texting have also
of art and technology)
changed the nature of manners. It is now considered norand intangible (e.g.,
mal, for example, to look at our phones when we receive
literary forms and
a text message, even if doing so interrupts an important
philosophical concepts).
conversation. Text messaging has literally changed the
conventions of how we converse with one another.
But other artifacts have had an even more enduring impact. In chapter 1, we talked about
Gutenberg’s invention of a printing press with movable type. Who could have predicted how
much this would change the world? Certainly not the
kings and queens and religious leaders whose authority
Artifacts may seem like
was eventually challenged by the books Gutenberg and
mere “things,” but as
others printed. More people learned to read. More books
we interact with them,
became available. Previously squelched thoughts spread
our habits change.
like wildfire. The “official” version of events was challenged, and no one could stop it.
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On the surface, life in literate households seemed to change very little. Below the surface, though, everything had changed. A house where the works of Martin Luther were read
may have looked like all the other houses in the neighborhood, but what its occupants read
changed what they believed, how they spent their time, whom they associated with, and what
they talked about. They regarded the Catholic Church no longer as the repository of all truth
but, in fact, as an institution that must be opposed. In a very real way, the artifact of the
printing press made the Reformation possible.
2. Institutions. The sorts of institutions we develop as human communities end up organizing their own sorts of behaviors. Consider the New York Times, a newspaper with a daily
circulation of around a million readers. That’s a lot of subscribers, but compared to all of the
other newspapers available and the billions of people living on the planet, it isn’t really that vast. And yet the New
Institution: any
York Times is considered to be the “newspaper of record”
organization of cultural
in the industry. It has become an institution. If an event
significance that
isn’t reported in the Times, the decision makers in polipreserves or promotes
tics, culture, and business don’t view it as relevant.
cultural features (e.g.,
Hundreds of millions of people pay attention to the decischools, sports leagues,
sion makers of the world who read this particular
and country clubs).
newspaper. This is the true influence of the Times. Over
the years certain institutions develop symbolic significance that makes the actions of those institutions seem more important.24
The category of institutions also includes churches (and the various doctrines and movements that go along with them), schools (including the associated knowledge, their history,
and their sports traditions), sports leagues, governmental agencies, country clubs, social
organizations, and neighborhood associations that we join, cheer for, and support, and that
set the rules and establish expectations. In America, the National Football League (NFL) is an
important institution governing culture. During football season, millions of people schedule
their week around the games featuring their favored teams. Advertisers make it possible to
broadcast the games at no charge and in turn use the time allotted to shape the tastes, perceptions, and buying habits of the audience.
At a deeper level, people use analogies from football to structure the way they think about
everything else, including the way they do business. In America, throwing a “hail Mary”
pass becomes a way to describe taking a great risk in the hopes of gaining a potentially large
reward. In cultures without exposure to American football, or without any sense of what the
Ave Maria (the Hail Mary prayer) is in the Catholic Church, such an analogy makes no sense
at all.
The institutions we embrace determine what kinds of people we accept as heroes; what
sort of trash talk we tolerate; what kinds of products we view as cool; how we understand
competition; how we relate to coworkers, friends, and family; what sorts of clothing we buy;
what constitutes masculinity or femininity; what kinds of foods we eat; what we see as the
rules of combat; and so much more. If we take this and multiply it by the hundreds of thousands of institutions in America alone, we can see that the institutions of society have a
far-reaching effect on how we understand culture.
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3. Practices. The third aspect of culture Myers emphasizes is common practices, such as
celebrating holidays; attending weddings, funerals, and awards shows; going on vacations;
and voting in elections. I once traveled to a predominantly Catholic country during the observance of All
Practice: any traditional
Saints’ Day. Coming from a nation with a lot of Catholics
activity or observance by
but where Catholicism is far from dominant, I was
which people express the
stunned to see the entire nation’s system of commerce
value of certain cultural
shut down—restaurants, offices, taxis, everything. The
features (e.g., holidays,
only people working, with few exceptions, were the
weddings, and funerals).
non-Catholics. Christmas Day is similar in the United
States. Every culture has traditional observances that
express what is important to people.
For example, what we think is proper in forming family relationships shows up in how
we conduct weddings. Funerals display how we view death. High school dances and socials
shape how we view courting rituals and the transition from adolescence into adulthood.
Birthday parties reinforce the emphasis we put on individuals as opposed to the community. We might not even think twice about the practices we engage in, but they, too, affect
culture at a deep level.
4. Beliefs. The deeply held beliefs of a group of people—about things like the value of human life, heaven
Belief: any idea that
and hell, what makes a person a hero, how family mema person or group
bers should relate to one another, how we should behave
holds as a common
at school or work or church, and what makes something
understanding
right or wrong—affect how a culture develops.
or conviction.
Some friends of mine were on a flight with a group
of teachers visiting from another country who were
experiencing their first trip to the United States. The flight attendant announced that several
members of the military were on board and asked the passengers to thank them for their
service. Everyone clapped heartily.
The non-Americans looked quizzically at my friends. “Why are they doing this?” they
asked.
“Because members of the military are heroes,” my friends replied.
Their guests found this stunning. In their country, members of the military are often
brutal individuals who coerce others and force them to pay bribes. The flight attendant might
as well have said, “We have lots of mean bullies on the flight today. Let’s show them our
appreciation.”
It took quite a while for these guests to regain a positive view of America. This, in turn,
must have been baffling for their American hosts, who clearly appreciated the sacrifices members of the military make. Beliefs usually come to the surface only when we interact with
people who have different ones. Yet they deeply affect our culture.

The
a
ho

5. Moods, styles, “ethos.” To use another American example, there are big differences
between the cosmopolitan, fast-paced style of living in large cities, such as New York, Chicago,
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and Los Angeles, and the more measured pace of middle America. Those living in the western
part of the country are thought to value rugged individualism, while city dwellers tend to
accept limits to their freedom as the price of the good life. We often talk of “red state” versus
“blue state,” with red states tending to elect a higher percentage of conservative politicians,
and blue states tending to elect a higher percentage of liberal ones. But even these differences
tend to be urban versus rural. Regional differences, such as Texas swagger, Yankee ingenuity,
Hawaii surfer attitude, Kansas common sense, and North
Ethos: from the Greek
Carolina gentility, are all examples of cultural moods.
word for “character,”
Ethos is a Greek word referring to what we think of
ethos refers to the
as good—certain moods and styles that form our cultural
moods or styles of
distinctives. Ethos is hard to pin down, but it’s real. A
a particular group
bumper sticker that says “American by birth, Southern by
of people that form
the grace of God” will elicit a smile and nod in Alabama
cultural distinctives.
but probably a smirk or frown in Rhode Island. Even the
code of honor differs from northern to southern states.
In one study, male students were instructed to fill out a questionnaire. They also provided
saliva samples and were told that their blood-sugar levels would be monitored throughout the
experiment. In reality, researchers planned to monitor the students’ cortisol and testosterone
levels before and after the experiment to gauge their reactions.
After the students completed their questionnaires, they walked down a hallway to turn
them in. But one of the researchers deliberately bumped into them on the way and uttered a
rude remark. Following the incident, the participants provided another saliva sample. Young
men from a southern culture were significantly more likely to have elevated cortisol and testosterone levels, indicating that they viewed the rude remark as an insult to their honor and
were instinctively preparing to fight. Young men from a northern culture, on the other hand,
dismissed the insult as an indication that the other person was a jerk, and little more.25
How did this significant difference in response to an insult come about? Through parental
training? School? It’s hard to say. Likely, these young men picked up a sense of how they should
respond to acts of aggression from the attitudes, remarks, and habits of those around them.
They didn’t even realize they were doing it. Moods, styles, and “ethos” are deeply embedded
aspects of culture.
6. Metabeliefs. Myers’s sixth aspect of culture refers to the intuitive sense—or “gut
instinct”—of what life is about. Metabeliefs display a posture toward creation. For instance,
people’s sense of why we’re here and how we ought to act toward other people and creation
forms a highly significant aspect of culture. Once, on
a wild van ride through the streets of Manila in the
People can live their
Philippines, I noticed that drivers didn’t seem to mind if
entire lives without
another vehicle cut directly in front of them.
considering what their
“In America,” I observed, “that would have gotten a
metabeliefs are or how
very
angry response and perhaps a certain hand gesture.”
they were formed, but
My driver shrugged and replied that in the Philippines,
such beliefs affect their
a crowded country, you have a right to the space you
actions every day.
occupy and nothing more. Americans, on the other hand,
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tend to believe they have a right to where they currently are as well as where they are going. If
you step in their way or cut in line or move in front of them in traffic, they’ll be angry.
This sense of a “right” is a metabelief—a belief about which beliefs are worth having and
how we ought to act in certain situations. People can live their entire lives without considering
what their metabeliefs are or how they were formed, but
Metabelief: the
such beliefs affect their actions every day.
intuitive
sense of
These six aspects of culture sensitize us to how
being, purpose, and
cultures actually operate. That’s important. As cultural
posture toward other
anthropologists, we need to understand the way subtle
people and creation.
experiences affect the way we live and interact with
others.
These six aspects reveal why Miley Cyrus’s and Queen Latifah’s performances were so
powerful as culture shapers. They were artifacts in programs that have become institutions
in and of themselves. These performances spread rapidly through both traditional and nontraditional media, introducing new practices that celebrated beliefs supported by a cultural
mood of wanting to be edgy and cool and proposing a new metabelief for followers of pop
culture to consider: tastefulness is everything. Cyrus’s performance was tasteless and therefore bad; Latifah’s was tastefully done and therefore good, regardless of the values either
artist promoted.
Some will take issue with this particular example. But we can all agree that culture-shaping
events are taking place around us every day. We would probably also admit that we rarely
contemplate their effects. Think about what we’re encouraged to pay attention to when we
watch television or go to the movies. When future generations judge whether it was worthwhile for our civilization to have existed, is this the evidence we want them to consider?
Obviously there are things in every society to be proud of, but if we look at it objectively, there
is much to be ashamed of as well. The measure of a trivial culture is not only that its people
don’t care but also that they don’t care that they don’t care.
It takes a great deal of discernment to evaluate
what is happening in the culture and how it ought to be
It takes a great deal of
viewed from a Christian worldview. Christians are always
discernment to evaluate
wondering how to respond to the culture around them.
what is happening in
Should they condemn it? Should they admonish those
the culture and how it
who produce it? Should they, perhaps, just ignore it? As it
ought to be viewed from
turns out, these are questions Christians have been wresa Christian worldview.
tling with for more than two thousand years.

5. What Should Christians Do about Culture?
In 1949, a theologian named H. Richard Niebuhr delivered a series of lectures on
Christian-cultural engagement for the Alumni Foundation at Austin Presbyterian Theological
Seminary. In 1951, Niebuhr turned his lectures into an influential book called Christ and
Culture.26 Some people like the book; others don’t. Those who like it think it helpfully describes
how Christians have engaged with culture through the centuries. Those who dislike it say
Niebuhr’s framework is too simplistic. But if we don’t go too far with it, Niebuhr’s description
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of five Christian approaches to culture can help us see where Christians have agreed and disagreed about culture in the past, and how we might be able to transform culture even though
we may be in exile, as the Jews were when the prophet Jeremiah instructed them to settle in
and become a blessing to their captors (Jer. 29:4–7).27
With these caveats in mind, let’s take a look at Niebuhr’s description of five distinct
approaches to culture that Christians have taken throughout the centuries.
1. Christ against culture. The first approach Niebuhr discussed is based on 1 John
2:15–17,28 which instructs Christians not to love the world, emphasizing that the love of the
Father is not in those who love the world and that the world will pass away. Those who hold
the Christ-against-culture view, according to Niebuhr, believe the world “is the region of
darkness, into which the citizens of the kingdom of light must not enter; it is characterized by
the prevalence in it of lies, hatred, and murder.… It is a culture that is concerned with temporal and passing values, whereas Christ has words of eternal life.”29
Historically, the Christ-against-culture approach originated with the church father
Tertullian, for whom, according to Niebuhr, “avoidance
Those who hold the
of sin and fearsome preparation for the coming day of
Christ-against-culture
judgment seem[ed] more important than thankful accepview believe the world
tance of God’s grace in the gift of his Son.”30 Today the
“is the region of
Christ-against-culture view is common among groups
darkness, into which the
with a Mennonite, Amish, or Quaker tradition.
citizens of the kingdom
As with most of the other Christian approaches to
of light must not enter.”
culture, the Christ-against-culture view is an important
restraint against the worship of the state and worldly
power. People holding this view have played an important role in opposing corrupt institutions, such as chattel slavery, and forming new institutions that have challenged the authority
of the old ones. And yet these groups didn’t achieve cultural reform on their own. They formed
the first line of resistance, Niebuhr pointed out, but others who didn’t hesitate to get involved
were the ones who brought about the actual change.31 After all, people who have withdrawn
from culture have a hard time understanding their neighbors, and it’s hard to love a neighbor
you don’t understand.
A modern version of Christ against culture, the “Benedict Option,” is gaining traction
among Christians discouraged with the direction of culture. In the AD 400s, Saint Benedict’s
parents sent him to Rome to complete his education.
Shocked by the city’s decadence, Benedict fled into the
Benedict Option: the
wilderness to form an alternative community. Ultimately,
belief that Christians
Rome collapsed, but these Benedictine communities surshould remove
vived and preserved culture. Journalist Rod Dreher says,
themselves from
culture and establish
Rome’s collapse meant staggering loss. People forgot
alternative communities
how to read, how to farm, how to govern themselves,
to separate themselves
how to build houses, how to trade, and even what it
from the sinfulness
had once meant to be a human being. Behind monof human culture.
astery walls, though, in their chapels, scriptoriums,
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and refectories, Benedict’s monks built lives of peace, order, and learning and spread
their network throughout Western Europe.32

According to Dreher, the Benedictine monasteries were the bases from which European
civilization once again emerged. He points to similar communities today, such as Clear Creek
Abbey in Oklahoma, a center for Benedictine thought centered around a monastery, and
Eagle River, Alaska, an orthodox community formed around a church. Other examples
include the Simple Way community in Philadelphia and the Homestead Heritage community
near Waco, Texas.
2. Christ of culture. The Christ-of-culture view tends to hail Jesus as the Messiah of a
particular culture. People who see America as God’s chosen people, a “new Israel,” for example, would fit this view. So would others in history like
John Locke, Immanuel Kant, and Thomas Jefferson, who
The Christ-of-culture
tried to show that the life of reason forms a uniquely good
view tends to hail Jesus
culture on which Jesus would certainly put his stamp of
as the Messiah of a
approval.33 In the twentieth century, president Woodrow
particular culture.
Wilson represented a progressive view of the Christ-ofculture perspective in promoting America as a nation
that, because of its enlightened and advanced state, ought to serve the world by helping other
nations become like it was. Said Wilson, it is the American duty to “stand shoulder to shoulder
to lift the burdens of mankind in the future and show the paths of freedom to all the world.”34
Richard Niebuhr stated that the church father who most aligned with this view was Peter
Abélard (1079–1142), a scholar who thought that the tension between the church and the
world was really due to “the church’s misunderstanding of Christ” as somehow opposed to
the life of reason.35
Many societies have formed around the thought that their unique cultural expression was
an especially Christian one. Such groups as the Dutch Reformed and the Scottish Presbyterians
comingled their ethnic identity with their religious one; the truly good person, it was thought,
would represent both. Others who embrace the Christ-of-culture view, though, aren’t as concerned about a specific cultural tradition as they are about removing Christianity’s rough
edges and seemingly harsher claims. They want people to think of Christians as those who
represent the uplifting morality and love of Jesus, not those who embrace biblical claims or
commands.36 Christianity embodies that which is nice
and reasonable, they believe. Let’s not get too much into
On the good side, the
the details.
Christ-of-culture view
On the good side, the Christ-of-culture view is
is usually focused on
usually focused on maintaining a good culture and is
maintaining a good
well meaning in its desire to identify Jesus with what
culture. But many bad
people in a society believe to be “their finest ideals,
things have been done
their noblest institutions, and their best philosophy.”37
based on the assumption
There is a downside, however. Many bad things have
that our culture is
been done based on the assumption that our culture is
uniquely blessed of God.
uniquely blessed of God and therefore should be spread
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abroad. Examples in history are numerous, such as the belief among European nations that
they were exercising kindness by taking over developing nations and imposing their values
on them, often with uncalled-for harshness. In nations like South Africa, this resulted in the
policy of apartheid, which officially diminished the value of nonwhites and led to a racially
oppressive society.
3. Christ above culture. The Christ-above-culture view proposes that, as Richard Niebuhr
phrased it, “the fundamental issue does not lie between Christ and the world, important as
that issue is, but between God and man.”38 In a world of
sin, what does God require? He requires that believers
The goal of the Christobey him in all their actions, relationships, and work. The
above-culture view is not
focus is on one’s personal relationship with God. The
to change the culture but
culture is chock-full of sin, and the goal is not to change
to point people to God.
it but to point people to God.
Historically, the church father whom Niebuhr identified most closely with the Christ-above-culture view was Clement of Alexandria, who set
forth the view in his book The Instructor that the goal of Christianity was primarily to improve
the souls of people so that they could live more virtuous lives.39 Personally, I encountered
this view while attending graduate school at a traditionally Baptist university. Not being too
familiar with Baptist theology, I found my professors’ personal self-control and temperance
admirable, but their lack of interest in applying the Bible to their courses was perplexing. To
them, mixing Christianity and scholarship would pollute Christianity. The two didn’t mix.
While Baptist beliefs vary widely, the Baptist view to which I was exposed thought it untoward
to bring Christ into the educational process except when it came to encouraging students to
live personally pious lives.
On the good side, the Christ-above-culture view keeps one’s focus on the many paradoxes
of Christianity in the world, such as believers being in the world but not of the world, God
being both immanent and transcendent, and Christians living in the temporal world while
realizing that it’s not our eternal home. In the same way as two halves of a pitched roof lean on
each other and, through tension, create strength, the Christ-above-culture view enables
Christians to cooperate with nonbelievers in making a good society while not losing their
faith’s distinctiveness.
The downside is significant, though. What happens if relying on nonbelievers to make
a good society actually results in a society that is against Christ? This happens in history
more often than we might like to admit. For example,
Erwin W. Lutzer tells the story of how Christians became
The downside of this
complicit in Nazi Germany’s rise. After World War I,
view is that relying
Germany was beset by runaway inflation, crime, and
on nonbelievers to
decadence. The Nazis brought the currency back under
make a good society
control, instituted nationalized health care, established
can result in a society
training schools, controlled crime, and embarked on
that is against Christ.
ambitious public-works programs.40 Supportive of making Germany stronger, many Christians failed to heed the
warnings that Adolf Hitler was a bad man with bad intentions for the nation.
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The pastor Martin Niemöller once attended a meeting in which Hitler said, “You confine yourself to the Church. I’ll take care of the German people.” Niemöller, at the end of
the conversation, said to Hitler, “You said that ‘I will take care of the German people.’ But
we too, as Christians and churchmen, have a responsibility toward the German people. That
responsibility was entrusted to us by God, and neither you nor anyone in this world has
the power to take it from us.”41 That evening Gestapo thugs ransacked Niemöller’s rectory,
and a few days later, a bomb exploded in his church. Niemöller was ultimately imprisoned,
accused of using his pulpit to speak “with malicious and provocative criticism … of a kind
calculated to undermine the confidence of the People in their political leaders.”42
Looking back, we can easily see that a synthesis between Nazism and Christianity was
impossible. One would win and the other lose. But why wasn’t this more obvious at the
time? Going along with laws specifying building codes and traffic patterns might be perfectly reasonable, but can we really have a firm basis for such commands as helping the poor
and refraining from stealing, even when it costs us greatly, apart from God’s eternal law?
4. Christ and culture in paradox. As Christians, our place in the world does seem odd.
As Andy Crouch puts it, we’re both immigrants and missionaries at the same time.43 The
Christ-and-culture-in-paradox view focuses on trying to reconcile the tension between
Christ having made all things new and yet things in the world being as they have been since
the fall. Our righteousness is as “filthy rags,” Scripture says (Isa. 64:6 NIV), and yet we’re
called to deeds of righteousness. God has revealed himself in Christ, and yet we see as though through a glass
The Christ-and-culturedarkly (1 Cor. 13:12 KJV). Essentially, the Christ-andin-paradox view says
culture-in-paradox view says that culture must be
that culture must be
important—otherwise, why would God leave us here?—
important because
but it is also broken and cannot be fixed apart from the
God left us here, but
power of Christ redeeming the people who make up
it is also broken and
culture.
cannot be fixed apart
Niebuhr identified the Christ-and-culture-infrom the redemptive
paradox view with the church father Marcion, for whom
power of Christ.
the world was “stupid and bad, crawling with vermin, a
miserable hole, an object of scorn.”44 Humans may have
achieved great things, but compared to who God is, our work is pretty meaningless. We
might be proud of the majestic buildings in our town’s business district, but from outer
space, they don’t appear very different from the neighboring shanties.45
As you can imagine, one of the main goals of the Christ-and-culture-in-paradox view
is to find those who are influential in the culture and witness to them in the hope that their
culture-shaping power might be used to promote Christ. Star athletes, musicians, and business leaders who come to faith in Christ are trumpeted, and young people are encouraged
to attain positions of influence so they can have a stronger platform from which to proclaim
the gospel.
Many different Christian traditions have tried to resolve this paradox. Most conclude
that culture cannot draw us closer to God, but God can enable us to live wisely and “do
faithfully and lovingly what culture teaches or requires us to do.”46
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On the good side, the Christ-and-culture-in-paradox view speaks openly of the
struggle of being isolated from the culture because of the strangeness of our beliefs, and
it highlights how good the good news is in saving us from corruption. People who embrace
the paradox have made substantial contributions in history, such as separating the
branches of government and making them accountable to one another to hold back the
power of sin.
Still, the Christ-and-culture-in-paradox view can lead to a sort of hopelessness in relation to culture. If heaven is our goal, and the best thing that can happen to us is that we’ll
die and be united with God, then what is the point in investing intentionally in our culture
here on Earth? What we do here may help our personal spiritual development, the thinking
goes, but shaping culture is sort of a waste of time.
5. Christ, the transformer of culture. The finished work of Christ is available to us here
and now in bringing the newness of redemption to every aspect of culture. That’s the hope
the Christ-the-transformer-of-culture view expresses. Beginning with a strong view of creation, which was, to Niebuhr, “a kind of prologue to the
one mighty deed of atonement,”47 it acknowledges that
Conversionist: someone
humanity’s fall into sin has corrupted, warped, twisted,
who acknowledges
and misdirected us.48 And yet it also calls us to restore
the fallen nature of
culture to what is good rather than replacing it with
humanity but recognizes
something different. Niebuhr called people who hold
the transforming power
this view “conversionists”: “For the conversionist, hisavailable through
tory is the story of God’s mighty deeds and of man’s
the redemptive work
responses to them. He lives somewhat less ‘between the
of Christ to restore
times’ and somewhat more in the divine ‘Now’ than do
culture to what is good
his brother Christians.”49
rather than replacing
An early Christian tract from ancient Rome called
it with something
“The
Letter to Diognetus” described it this way: “What
that is different.
the soul is in the body, that are Christians in the world.”50
Christ-the-transformer-of-culture focuses on applying
God’s love to everything. This helps avoid a self-centered focus on what God does for me
and also avoids watering down the Bible’s teachings to make culture seem better. As Saint
Augustine wrote in Confessions, “Let thy works praise thee, that we may love thee; and let us
love thee that thy works may praise thee.”51 Augustine also said,
Temperance is love keeping itself entire and incorrupt for God; fortitude is love
bearing everything readily for the sake of God; justice is love, serving God only,
and therefore ruling well all else, as subject to man; prudence is love making a right
distinction between what helps it towards God and what might hinder it.52
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A life of love isn’t a life of unreason, Niebuhr observed. Rather, it redeems reason from
idolizing itself.
The promise of being able to transform culture based on a Christian worldview is an
exciting one, but it seems like such a huge project. Can it actually work? If so, how?
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6. Transforming Culture
Of all the views of culture, the Christ-theThe Christ-thetransformer-of-culture view most neatly fits the biblical
transformer-ofsequence of creation, fall, redemption, and restoration. It
culture view most
enables Christians to focus on loving God with all their
neatly fits the biblical
being, bringing the law of love to bear in every aspect of
sequence of creation,
culture. This includes areas people don’t ordinarily think
fall, redemption, and
are related to “spiritual” things, such as mathematics,
restoration, enabling
logic, natural science, fine arts, and technology. In each of
Christians
to focus on
these areas, we teach the world what God has taught us,
loving God and bringing
which is to “trace out His designs and humbly to follow
the law of love to bear in
53
His ways,” as Niebuhr phrased it.
every aspect of culture.
What steps might we take to participate in transforming culture in this way? I suggest three: see culture
as part of our Christian mission, take culture seriously, and create new culture.
Step 1: See culture as part of our Christian mission. A common temptation among
Christians is to keep faith locked securely inside church. Certainly the opponents of Christianity
would like to see it kept there. But even when there is no opposition, many Christians seem
strangely reluctant to acknowledge that what Jesus says is relevant everywhere: at work, in politics, in the arts, and anywhere else.
In The Last Christian on Earth, Os Guinness imagines, in an allegory reminiscent of
C. S. Lewis’s Screwtape Letters, a conversation between two demons about how to conquer
civilization through secularization—that is, through stripping away the spiritual aspect of
life. According to Guinness, secularization is complete not when people fail to believe in
God but when they see such belief as increasingly irrelevant.54 “Once that happens,” one demon says to another
Secularization: the
in Guinness’s allegory, “whatever faith is left is limited
movement of a culture
and inconsequential, and lacks the mental and moral
away from religious
muscle to resist us.”55
identification and
This fictional demon has uncovered a disturbing hole
values as religion loses
in Christianity’s defenses: it is possible to believe every
cultural relevance
fact about Christianity but also to be secularized to the
and significance.
point of acting as if those facts simply don’t matter. The
danger is not that brilliant arguments will dismantle
Christianity but that people will turn away with a stifled yawn.
If Christ is the transformer of culture, then what he says is relevant to everything, everywhere. J. Gresham Machen, a professor at Princeton Theological Seminary and one of the
founders of Westminster Theological Seminary in Philadelphia, expressed it this way:
The Christian cannot be satisfied so long as any human activity is either opposed
to Christianity or out of all connection with Christianity. Christianity must pervade not merely all nations, but also all of human thought. The Christian, therefore,
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cannot be indifferent to any branch of earnest human endeavor. It must all be
brought into some relation to the gospel. It must be studied either in order to be
demonstrated as false, or else in order to be made useful in advancing the Kingdom
of God.56

To hold this view, though, we must distinguish
between the structure of creation, which is good, and the
direction it often takes in a fallen world.57 Our temptation
when we see the evil and corruption in the world around
us is to condemn the structure of cultural ideas and artifacts rather than the uses to which they’re put. Though
ideas are complicated and exceptions may abound, the
Christ-the-transformer-of-culture view assumes that when the truly good happens in culture,
it is because of Christ, not in spite of him.

If Christ is the
transformer of culture,
then what he says is
relevant to everything,
everywhere.

Step 2: Take culture seriously. Often Christians are tempted not only to accommodate
a shallow culture but to imitate it by baptizing it with sentimentalism. An entire industry
has been developed to imitate popular artwork (while decorating it with Bible verses), music
(while scrubbing away all profanity and innuendo), and so forth. Sometimes the purpose is to
create a platform for the gospel. Other times, quite honestly, it’s a way of getting Christians to
buy things they might not otherwise buy.
The biggest problem with accommodation is that it not only leads to cheesy commercial
products but also fails to take culture seriously. It assumes that culture’s value is in how quickly
it can be mutated into a platform from which to preach a sound-bite version of the gospel. It
is revolution minus the obscenity. Unfortunately, hard
experience shows that there is no perfect song that will
Francis Schaeffer—along
win the hearts of the world, and no perfectly stated meme
with his wife, Edith—
on Facebook that will instantly silence doubters. We
developed an approach
shouldn’t be looking for an angelic appearance on
to Christian engagement
national television.
that didn’t ignore art,
One example of taking culture seriously is a
music, and culture but
J. Gresham Machen’s student at Westminster Theological
incorporated them into
Seminary, Francis Schaeffer. In 1955, Schaeffer acquired
his teaching to bring
a lodge in the Swiss Alps and named it L’Abri (French for
out valuable truths.
“the Shelter”). Along with his wife, Edith, he developed
an approach to Christian engagement that didn’t ignore
art, music, and culture but incorporated them into his teaching to bring out valuable truths,
much as the apostle Paul did with the Athenian leaders at Mars Hill (Acts 17:16).58 Andy
Crouch describes Schaeffer’s approach this way:
He treated culture not as something to be condemned and avoided, but as a valuable
dialogue partner that offered access to the reigning philosophical assumptions of the
time, along with clues to the best way to convince skeptical moderns that the gospel
was indeed the most compelling account of reality.59
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As Crouch points out, God didn’t isolate his chosen people, Israel, from other nations.
Today we have a similar opportunity to take culture seriously. Let’s not make the mistake of
viewing our neighbors as accidents of proximity, or truth as something to be compromised
rather than revealed.
Step 3: Create new culture. Andy Crouch says, “The only way to change culture is to
create more of it.”60 But how do we do this? After all, as T. S. Eliot pointed out, “Culture is the
one thing that we cannot deliberately aim at.”61
Creating culture—or, as we describe it in this book, shaping culture—is a difficult thing
for Christians to do. It’s often easier for Christians to focus on propositions proving that God’s
truth is true, or that his moral standards are the right ones. But God’s truth is no less true
in the realms of art, music, and other expressions of beauty than it is in propositions. Law
professor David Skeel, drawing on the work of Harvard professor Elaine Scarry, makes the
case that beauty can create a desire for truth as much as anything else can:
[According to Scarry,] “the beautiful person or thing incites in us the longing for
truth.” It “prompts the mind to move chronologically back in the search for precedents and parallels, to move forward into new acts of creation, to move conceptually
over, to bring things into relation, and does all this with a kind of urgency as though
one’s life depended on it.” In this sense, beauty is not itself truth, but it sharpens our
commitment to truth. Beauty often inspires a sense of conviction, which is, to quote
Scarry again, “so pleasurable a mental state … that ever afterwards one is willing to
labor, struggle, wrestle with the world to locate enduring sources of conviction—to
locate what is true.”62

When future generations consider whether the civiShaping culture is
lization we created was worthwhile, they will consider as
a difficult thing for
much evidence from the realm of beauty as they consider
Christians to do. But
from the realms of truth and goodness.
beauty can create a
Beauty is important to God. As Crouch notes in
desire
for truth as much
examining Genesis 2, the original garden of Eden was
as anything else can.
a place of gold and onyx and bdellium, a tree gum that
“hardened into translucent white balls that were prized
as jewelry as well as perfume.”63 The description of the new heavens and new earth is similarly
beautiful, with the heavenly city being described as bedecked with jewels and paved with
gold. But such jewels are the product of culture, and they happen only when humans find
them and shape them. Similarly, gold becomes beautiful when humans extract it from the
ground, remove its impurities, and shape it. Crouch concludes, “Culture, then, is the furniture
of heaven.”64
God is an artist. So are we. And not just those of us gifted in producing paintings and
sculptures and music and jewelry. Believers are daily invited to conduct masterful symphonies
of grace by rescuing those wandering in misery and restoring the lost to the way of truth.
Some of us do this by making paintings. Others do it through athletic pursuits, intellectual
works, or practical inventions, or by starting creative new ministries or companies. It is artists
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who lead the way, picturing beauty—and even brokenness—in a way that reminds us that we
are image bearers of God who are fallen and for whom the promise of redemption means a
season of refreshing and the promised restoring of all things (Acts 3:19–21).65
Believers are daily invited to conduct masterful symphonies of grace by rescuing those
wandering in misery and restoring the lost to the way of truth.
Christianity is culture shaping. It always has been. As sociologist Rodney Stark frames it,
what caused Christianity to rise in significance since the time of Christ wasn’t trickery or the
abuse of power, as is often assumed, but its core doctrines, which “prompted and sustained
attractive, liberating, and effective social relations and organizations.”66

7. Conclusion
The Old Testament often uses the Hebrew word derek, “the way,” to describe a directionfilled life. For example, Deuteronomy 10:1267 instructs us to “walk in all [God’s] ways,” and
Isaiah 40:368 says to “prepare the way of the LORD.” The
implication is that there is a right way and a wrong way to
Derek: from the Hebrew
live. There is a way of wisdom and a way of foolishness.
for “the way,” derek refers
There is a way of life and a way of death.
to the overall direction
Which way should we go? If Christ is indeed a transof a person’s life.
former of culture, then regardless of our level of skill or
vocational expertise, we ought to imitate him, not it. Our
surrender is to God, not to our circumstances. The hope of heaven isn’t first and foremost a
call to escape from the world but a source of power by which we may do a great deal of earthly
good. If we do this to God’s glory, bearing his image and loving our neighbors, it’s a vision that
can inspire those around us as well as generations yet to be born.
In spite of their disagreements, proponents of various views of culture all agree that
ultimately everything comes from God. The question, really, is how much sin has effectively
ruined God’s work, and what we ought to do about it now. Three-quarters of a century ago,
two men who are now famous, J. R. R. Tolkien and C. S. Lewis, strolled over the grounds of
Magdalen College in Oxford, England, late at night, discussing the relationship between God
and humanity, truth and lies. Lewis contended that the myths he was studying as a scholar
were ultimately “lies and therefore worthless.”
“‘No,’ said Tolkien. ‘They are not lies.’”69 Tolkien went on to explain that myths are stories
that ring true because they are grasping for fulfillment through Christianity.70 Humans may
distort thoughts and thus pervert them into lies, but it is from God that all good ideas originate. As Humphrey Carpenter relates the conversation through pieced-together recollections
of the two men, Tolkien explained that “not merely the abstract thoughts of man but also his
imaginative inventions must originate with God, and
must in consequence reflect something of eternal truth.”71
Understanding how
As they walked, Tolkien asked Lewis a life-changing
God is at the root of
question: Is it possible that Christianity is the great story
culture enables us to
behind all great stories? Soon after, Lewis committed his
appreciate it more
life to Christ. His resulting books inspire and give confiand even shape it.
dence to people even today. Understanding how God was
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at the root of culture enabled Lewis to, in turn, appreciate culture all the more and even shape
it through his own fiction and nonfiction works.
This book invites you into a journey of shaping culture. Our goal in examining the key
issues of our day from a Christian perspective is not to lock down the “right” answers beyond
a shadow of doubt but to find ways in which obeying God will enable us to be culture shapers
who bring joy and flourishing to an often hopeless world. In the next chapter, we’ll scour
history for examples of how it can be done, examining the incredible lives of Christians who,
operating from a biblical worldview, significantly shaped culture, especially in morality,
human value, and freedom.
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3
Christianity
and Culture:
A History
1. Does Christianity Benefit Culture or
Destroy It?
The Jesus cult is evil. It poisons our culture by weakening our
resolve to fulfill our destiny.
No, this is not a conclusion one of today’s new atheists have
drawn, though it sounds like something the late Christopher
Hitchens might have said. After all, Hitchens publicly argued
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that Christianity is the product of “crude, uncultured human mammals” who trafficked in
humans, promoted slavery, and engaged in “indiscriminate massacre.”1 Rather, this conclusion was drawn by early Romans, who blamed Christianity for the demise of Rome’s peace,
happiness, and productivity. It was a widespread criticism that the early Christian philosopher
Augustine refuted in a book-length work called City of God.2
Christianity has always had its critics. Some were professors of mine. In working through
my bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees, I had probably forty different instructors. All
but two of them treated Christianity as either irrelevant or bad. Of course, Christianity didn’t
come up in every class. I don’t remember talking about it in badminton. And, gratefully, none
of my instructors were openly scornful, like the mocking Professor Radisson in the movie
God’s Not Dead.3
Instead, my professors most often expressed their distaste for Christianity by simply
omitting it from the discussion. Their silent dismissal, punctuated by the soft nuance of lightly
skeptical class readings and the occasional wry remark, led my classmates and me to believe
that Christianity had nothing positive to contribute to the world and that those who seemed
devout, such as America’s founding fathers, merely pretended to be so out of political or social
expedience.
A couple of my professors, however, were frequently openly hostile to Christianity. As a
new Christian, I was torn about how to respond. On the one hand, their objections seemed
petty, a sort of grown-up version of the middle-school-age wail “You’re ruining my life!” On
the other hand, their arguments clearly contained a grain of truth. No one could plausibly
claim that Christians have been nothing but angelic over
the past two millennia. Yes, bad people have claimed to
People all over the
know Jesus, but what did this have to do with me? Was I
world, based on their
continuing their crimes merely by deciding to follow
understanding of
Christ?
Christian teachings, have
Looking back, it seems to me that these professors
beneficially shaped and
tolerated Christianity only as a private belief. This chaptransformed culture.
ter, though, makes just the opposite case: that Christianity
ought to be taken seriously as a positive culture-shaping
force. People all over the world, based on their understanding of Christian teachings, have
taken culture-shaping actions that beneficially transformed human rights, the rights of
women and children, education, medicine, charity, science, and the arts.
And yet the personal actions of individual Christians aren’t enough to transform culture
by themselves. Those actions must be based on something deeper and more enduring.

2. Right Beliefs—Not Just Actions—Enable Christians to
Change the World
In the previous chapter, we saw that culture is what humans voluntarily do.4 It’s what
we make of the world.5 Culture makes life worth living and shows future generations that
our existence was worthwhile.6 In that discussion, I also claimed that Christians have
enormously influenced culture by promoting that which is good, true, and beautiful. This
chapter proves it.
- 64 -
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Christians have changed the world. Though in almost all cases they acted out of their
personal giftings and convictions rather than by church authority or patronage, there is something about the Christian religion that has made it uniquely helpful as a culture-shaping force.
A person’s religion—“a set of beliefs concerning the cause, nature, and purpose of the universe”7—has a big effect on how he or she influences culture. Religious belief is to culture what
an artistic style, such as impressionism, is to painting. A
painting is the product of an artist’s beliefs about the uniReligion: a system of
verse, combined with skill. Similarly, our individual
belief that attempts to
religious beliefs guide what we think should or shouldn’t
define the nature of
be done in the world around us.
God and how human
Some religions downplay belief and instead focus on
beings can understand
practice. What we think about is not as important as what
and interact with the
we do. Islam and Judaism are like this. In Christianity,
divine; any system of
though, belief precedes practice. The apostles emphasized
belief that prescribes
this repeatedly. Consider Paul’s letter to the Roman
certain responses
believers. After writing eleven chapters on what they
to the existence
ought to believe, he finally began instructing them in
(or nonexistence)
what to do in light of his teaching. And to the church at
of the divine.
Philippi, Paul wrote, “Have this mind among yourselves,
which is yours in Christ Jesus” (Phil. 2:5). Jesus calls
Christians to not just obey God but to love him with all their hearts, souls, minds, and strength
and, on that basis, to love their neighbors as themselves (Luke 10:27).8 Jesus said that people
who don’t act rightly are in error because their beliefs are wrong. He called those who focus on
outward acts while nursing wrong beliefs “whitewashed tombs” (Matt. 23:27).9 He also said
that “out of the abundance of the heart [the] mouth speaks” (Luke 6:45).
To put it philosophically, Christianity places orthodoxy (“sound doctrine”) before orthopraxy (“sound practice”). Lots of religions teach “Thou shalt not kill,” but Jesus told his
audience in the Sermon on the Mount that the real
Orthodoxy: sound
offense was being angry or insulting others (Matt. 5:22).10
doctrine.
With few exceptions (such as the distinction between
murder and premeditated murder), laws judge what people do, not how they think or feel about it. Acting
Orthopraxy: sound
according to properly applied laws can keep a culture
practice.
from devolving into anarchy, but it cannot in the same
way make a culture better. This isn’t to say that law is
somehow an inferior pursuit. As Martin Luther King Jr. said, “It may be true that the law
cannot make a man love me; religion and education will have to do that. But it [can keep] him
from lynching me, and I think that’s pretty important also.”11 Still, believing rightly is the difference between avoiding murder, which is a culture-sustaining thing to do, and actively
helping, protecting, educating, and loving people, which is culture shaping.
Christians expect one another to act rightly, of course, but they do so because they expect
right actions to flow from right belief, not because they feel obligated merely to obey a list of
commands. If we know something about beliefs, we can trace back why one person shaped
culture in a positive way, and another shaped it destructively. We’ll also be able to respond
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with understanding when we see that most people, ourselves included, embrace both right
and wrong beliefs. As we increasingly measure our beliefs against what is true, correct any
erroneous beliefs, and align our actions with those corrected beliefs, we’ll grow more skillful
in shaping our own lives, the culture, and even future generations.
One more important note by way of introduction: strictly speaking, people hold beliefs;
institutions do not. Institutions often attract people who share, emphasize, and encourage
certain beliefs, but individuals—or several people working together who hold similar beliefs—
are the ones who actually live out those beliefs. When it comes to changing culture, we should
focus on living out—and helping other people live out—those beliefs that come from Scripture.
We should also identify the people in history who lived out those beliefs in ways that brought
life to culture by freeing millions from slavery, alleviating suffering, eliminating ignorance,
and ending oppression.
It’s a logical fallacy to confuse institutions and people.
To say, “Christians in the past have done amazing things;
Category Mistake: a
therefore, Christianity as an institution is awesome, and
fallacy that presents
since I’m a Christian, I’m awesome too,” is what’s known
things belonging to
as a category mistake. It’s also an enormous turnoff to
one particular category
those who might otherwise accept Christianity’s belief
as if they belong in
system. We’re each responsible to believe and live out
another category.
our beliefs. As Kevin Vanhoozer says, “It is impossible to
construct a culture-free Christianity. The Christian faith
is incarnational, after all, and even God became not a generic but a culturally located human
being. Jesus’ followers can do no less.”12
But that doesn’t mean we shouldn’t examine Christians from other times and places. We
have much to learn from them. In this chapter, the creative and prolific work of a professor
of history, Dr. Glenn Sunshine, will aid us greatly. His many books and articles highlight the
ways little-known people in history, operating from the standpoint of the Christian faith, have
exerted a profound influence on the culture. If you like, you can explore Professor Sunshine’s
work in more detail by following the Internet links included in the source notes. Also, the
work of sociologist Rodney Stark is compelling to both academics and a popular audience.
Some of his books are cited in the endnotes and are well worth reading. I also like Alvin
Schmidt’s How Christianity Changed the World and Vishal Mangalwadi’s The Book That Made
Your World.
So back to my professors for a moment. Were they right to deride or ignore Christianity?
Is it true that Christianity has lacked any positive influence in history, or were my professors
missing something that could help us better understand both our faith and the world in which
we live? Let’s find out.

3. How Christians Acting on Biblical Beliefs Advanced
Human Rights
The story of the Bible is that people have value just by virtue of being human. Further,
these rights are held equally. As humans we’re made in God’s image (Gen. 1:26–27).13 Old
Testament law instructed the nation of Israel to treat people fairly and admonished judges to
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uphold the rights of those who were often treated as socially lower in value, such as women,
slaves, and the poor (Exod. 23:6–9).14
Jesus treated people with dignity as image bearers of God. For instance, during his
ministry, women gained an unheard-of stature. Women followers supported his ministry.
They were the last to leave the cross, the first to arrive at the empty tomb, and the first to see
the risen Christ. The apostle Paul, while often criticized for a presumed low view of women,
considered at least twelve women as coworkers in his ministry (Acts 16:14–15, 40; Rom.
16:1–4, 6, 13, 15; 1 Cor. 1:11; Phil. 4:2; Col. 4:15).15 This was unprecedented at the time,
since women were either ignored or shunned in religious conversation. As Jesus demonstrated, the good news is available to all, regardless of
Human Rights: the
gender or status (Gal. 3:27–29).16
standards of conduct
Treating people with dignity is at the heart of human
based on moral
rights. From the perspective of a Christian worldview,
principles that express
humans are all made in the image of God, all are under
the dignity of humanity;
sin, and all are saved only by the work of Christ on the
those rights that are
cross. This places all of us on equal spiritual and moral
inherent to every
footing before God. These beliefs have generated such a
human
being just by
profound influence on human rights that Glenn Sunshine
merit of being human.
flatly states, “We owe our entire idea of human rights to
Christianity.”17
The concept of human rights developed during what we now call the Middle Ages, when
theologians began seriously examining the implications of applying Scripture to the conversation about human rights. God gave us life, they realized. And the right to life is so important
in Scripture that the punishment for unjustly taking another person’s life was to forfeit one’s
own life (Gen. 9:6).18 They also reasoned that God established the principle of freedom when
he made our first parents (2:16)19 and that it would be wrong to arbitrarily take away the liberty God himself granted.
For more than a thousand years after Plato’s death, his
Theory of Forms: a type
theory of forms dominated the conversation about rights.
of philosophical idealism
In the same way a tree or a chair is just a representation
formulated by Plato
of an eternal reality, what mattered for people was their
positing that everything
eternal form, not their status in material reality. A perwe experience in this
son’s rights in the physical world weren’t seen as all that
world is simply an
important. In the thirteenth century, though, a Franciscan
imperfect instantiation
friar named William of Ockham (1280–1349) argued that
of an eternal and perfect
Plato’s idea of universal forms was wrong and that rights
ideal that exists in the
ought to be grounded in what actually exists in physical
world of the forms.
reality, such as property. William reasoned that by giving
Adam and Eve the right to enjoy the fruits of their labors,
God had, in effect, given them the right to property. Later scriptures specifically forbidding
theft (“Thou shalt not steal”) and the telling of untruths to gain a material advantage over others
(“Thou shalt not bear false witness”) reinforced William’s view (Exod. 20:15–16 KJV).
Hundreds of years later, John Locke (1632–1704) developed the idea that life, liberty,
and property are inalienable rights. Yet Locke’s thoughts didn’t come out of thin air. In his
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Two Treatises of Government, Locke put forth detailed arguments that the rights of human
beings were derived from the creation account in Genesis. Many other early thinkers like
Locke based their ideals of equality and human rights on their understanding of biblical
teaching.
Christians aren’t the only ones who make this argument. Jürgen Habermas, Europe’s most
prominent public intellectual, said the following in a now-famous interview:
Egalitarian universalism, from which sprang the ideas of freedom and social solidarity, of an autonomous conduct of life and emancipation, of the individual morality
of conscience, human rights and democracy, is the direct [legacy of] the Judaic ethic
of justice and the Christian ethic of love. This legacy, substantially unchanged, has
been the object of continual critical appropriation and reinterpretation. To this day,
there is no alternative to it. And in light of the current challenges of a postnational
constellation, we continue to draw on the substance of this heritage. Everything else
is just idle postmodern talk.20

As an atheist, Habermas wasn’t saying that he believes the Judeo-Christian tradition, only
that it is the historical source of our ideas about human rights. Any secular attempt to find a
new source will merely build on its legacy.
Christianity is unique in its emphasis on human rights. Glenn Sunshine says,
Some religious and philosophical traditions have ideas similar to Christian ideas of
equality, though in practice they never produced societies that recognized universal
human rights. It took Christianity centuries of biblical and theological reflection to
develop fully these ideas, though early Christians certainly put them into practice
even when the theological concepts had not yet been articulated. You do not see
anything similar in other cultures, religions, or philosophies.21

Further, Christianity’s tradition of human rights and
equality isn’t limited to Western nations, such as those
in Europe and North America. It also includes Africa,
Asia, Latin America, and Oceania (e.g., nations such as
Australia, New Zealand, and Malaysia). Political scientist
Robert Woodberry found, after extensive research, that
“conversionary Protestants” (i.e., missionaries) were “a
crucial catalyst initiating the development and spread of
religious liberty, mass education, mass printing, newspapers, voluntary organizations, most major colonial
reforms, and the codification of legal protections for
nonwhites.… These innovations fostered conditions that
made stable representative democracy more likely.”22
One example of Christianity’s unique influence outside the West is Krishna Mohan
Bannerjee, an Indian student who converted to Christianity in 1832 through the mentorship
of a British missionary and made it his life’s work to oppose the caste system, polygamy,

“Conversionary
Protestants [were] a
crucial catalyst initiating
the development and
spread of religious liberty,
mass education, mass
printing, [and other]
innovations … that made
stable representative
democracy more likely.”
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idolatry, the practice of forcing girls to be child brides, and suttee (or sati), the custom of
burning a woman alive on the funeral pyre of her husband. Bannerjee led many of his people
to faith in Christ through his work, which focused on finding traditional Hindu ways of
opposing practices destructive of human rights and equality.23
Another believer whose work illustrates Christianity’s global influence is Chiune Sugihara,
a Japanese diplomat to Lithuania who, upon hearing that
Suttee: an ancient Hindu
the Nazis were slaughtering Jews, began issuing visas
practice of burning
allowing Jews to “transit” through Japan on their way to
a widow alive on the
somewhere else, even though there was no “somewhere
funeral pyre of her
else.” Sugihara chose to obey his conscience rather than
deceased husband.
the directive his government gave him not to issue the
visas. He wrote visas by hand at a rate of three hundred
per day for more than a month as World War II was heating up, and he saved between six
thousand and ten thousand Jews from the Holocaust.24
The Christian tradition of defending human rights and promoting equality is vast, and
even the best academic scholars widely acknowledge it. As it turns out, this tradition ignited
fruitful opposition to an institution nearly as old as humanity itself: the institution of slavery.

4. How Christians Acting on Biblical Beliefs Brought
About the Abolition of Slavery
Slavery has been common everywhere and at all times throughout history. The ancient
Hebrews had slaves, but on the basis of the belief that everyone bears the image of God (Gen.
1:26–27),25 they treated their slaves in a markedly different fashion, establishing laws to provide for their care and protection. (These laws are clearly spelled out in Exodus 11, 12, and 21;
Leviticus 19, 22, and 25; and Deuteronomy 5, 15, 16, and 21.) In a way the ancient Hebrews
couldn’t have foreseen, the application of these principles of law in later times changed the
trajectory of history, making it possible not only to treat slaves more humanely but also, ultimately, to abolish the institution of slavery altogether in those nations most strongly influenced
by the laws.
In the New Testament, the apostle Paul greeted slaves
using terms of equality, such as kinsmen, fellow prisoners,
Throughout history,
and fellow workers (e.g., Rom. 16:9).26 Equality of slaves is
based on the unalienable
found throughout the New Testament and is based on the
right to liberty and
belief that all are one in Christ Jesus, no matter their role
grounded
in the doctrine
in life (1 Cor. 12:13; Gal. 3:28; Col. 3:11).27 Paul, for examthat every human
ple, commanded Philemon to treat the slave Onesimus
bears
God’s image,
as a brother (Philem. v. 16).28 Revelation 18:11–1329
Christianity has been
condemns trading humans as “cargo,” echoing Ezekiel
the
driving force behind
27:13.30 First Timothy 1:9–1031 condemns “enslavers”
the abolition of slavery.
who forced humans into slavery.
Throughout history, based on the unalienable right
to liberty and grounded in the doctrine that every human bears God’s image, Christianity has
been the driving force behind the abolition of slavery.
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Even during those times when people believed Aristotle’s conception that some humans
were “living tool[s]” and thus slaves by nature,32 early church leaders went against the grain of
the culture and promoted slaves to high offices. Onesimus, the bishop of Ephesus in the early
second century, was a former slave (his name, which means “useful,” marked him as a slave,
and many Christian traditions hold that this was the same Onesimus about whom the apostle
Paul spoke in his letter to Philemon). Two early Roman Catholic popes (Pius I and Callixtus
I) had also been slaves.
Many records exist of Christians, both individually and through churches, purchasing
slaves at market to set them free. In the sixth century, Saint Eligius purchased British and
Saxon slaves in lots of fifty or one hundred specifically to give them their freedom. Baptized
Christian slaves were also routinely freed.
Early Christians opposed the slave trade as well and sometimes took direct action against
it. Augustine of Hippo (a city in North Africa), who wrote City of God, penned a letter speaking of the “practice of performing acts of mercy” by setting slaves free from slave ships and
from wherever the slavers had hidden them.33
It’s true that some early Christians, while recognizing the evils of slavery, didn’t call for
its abolition. Many, including Augustine, thought slavery resulted from sin and had to be
tolerated as such. John Chrysostom saw the institution of slavery as sin but didn’t advocate
abolition. Origen called for a return to the Old Testament practice of releasing slaves after six
years. On the other hand, Gregory of Nyssa, Acacius of Amida, and Saint Patrick all argued
for the complete abolition of slavery. It was such a widespread and accepted practice during
this period—and still is in parts of the world relatively untouched by a biblical ethic34—that it
took a long time for people to fully recognize slavery as evil.
By a long time, I mean four to seven hundred years after Christ, in the Middle Ages. As
Europe became Christianized, slavery began to disappear. Explicit laws against slave trading
were formed as early as the seventh century. Many of these laws were designed to protect
Christians from slavery, and since almost everyone was considered to be a Christian, this
meant that slavery was essentially abolished on the continent, apart from Muslim prisoners
captured and enslaved as spoils of war.
In the 1400s, however, the Portuguese began exploring the coast of Africa looking for
places they could colonize, and slavery once again reared its ugly head. Because the African
coastal kingdoms were too powerful for them to colonize, the Portuguese bought slaves from
these kingdoms (captives taken from other African people groups) and transported them
to Brazil and other island colonies. When Spain annexed Portugal in 1580, it took over the
slave trade. It seems odd that Spain and Portugal, as Catholic countries, would permit slavery
in direct violation of Catholic teaching on the subject. Yet in spite of four different popes
condemning the Atlantic slave trade in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the practice
continued.
British merchants had traded slaves for decades, but in 1713, the slave-trade issue was
thrown into the British government’s lap through the Treaty of Utrecht, which ended the
War of the Spanish Succession and gave England a monopoly on the transatlantic slave trade
to Spain’s colonies in America. Opposition grew among Quakers and other Dissenters from
the Church of England, such as Anabaptists and Puritans. Among those who publicly advocated the abolition of slavery were John Wesley and the early Methodists, Olaudah Equiano
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(a former slave),35 Thomas Clarkson, Granville Sharp, James Ramsay, Hannah More,36 and
William Wilberforce.
In 1787, a group called the Society for Effecting the Abolition of the Slave Trade was
formed. One of its supporters was Josiah Wedgwood, a wealthy and widely respected potter
whose designs were the equivalent of popular clothing designers today.37 Wedgwood produced
a cameo—a piece of jewelry—picturing an African in chains kneeling, with the words “Am
I not a man and a brother?” Wedgwood donated hundreds of these cameos for the society
to distribute and thus sparked a wildly successful fashion trend, all in the cause of opposing
slavery. Thomas Clarkson, an abolitionist who wrote the definitive history of the slave trade’s
abolition movement, described the impact of the image inscribed on the cameos:
Some [people] had them inlaid in gold on the lid of their snuff-boxes. Of the ladies,
several wore them in bracelets, and others had them fitted up in an ornamental manner as pins for their hair. At length the taste for wearing them became general; and
thus fashion, which usually confines itself to worthless things, was seen for once in
the honourable office of promoting the cause of justice, humanity and freedom.38

Largely because of the groundswell of support for those suffering in slavery but also
through clever political maneuvering, Wilberforce was able to successfully persuade
Parliament to outlaw the slave trade. Shortly before Wilberforce’s death, slavery itself was
actively abolished throughout the British Empire by means of an agreement in which the
government compensated slave owners for the loss of their “property.”
Inspired by what was happening in England, many Christians in America—joined by
freethinkers like Benjamin Franklin—also began championing the abolition of slavery. These
abolitionists included Harriet Beecher Stowe, Frederick
Douglass (contrary to what is often said of him),39 Harriet
The abolitionists
Tubman, and many others.
believed that all humans
As improbable as it seems today, the story of slavery’s
bore God’s image
abolition began as a theological issue. The abolitionists
and were therefore
believed that all humans bore God’s image and were
equal in his sight.
therefore equal in his sight. This led naturally to the
belief in the rights to liberty and property. The law of the
nations wasn’t God’s law. It needed to be changed, and the abolitionists set about the task with
fervor. The same love of freedom also birthed a new era of rights and dignity for women and
children. Let’s take a look at that next.

5. How Christians Acting on Biblical Beliefs Secured the
Basis for Women’s and Children’s Rights
Christianity has done more for women’s rights than any other movement in history.
Christianity sprouted in the seedbed of the Roman Empire, whose soil was nourished with
the blood of the innocent. To say that Rome was distinctly anti-woman is an understatement.
Families typically kept all their healthy boys and their oldest healthy girl. Other daughters
were left to die as infants. Surgical abortion was available, and women often died from it or
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were left maimed. Surviving girls were typically married off at age twelve and were pressured
into remarriage when widowed.
Christians opposed these practices. They took in abandoned infants, condemned surgical abortion, allowed girls to remain unmarried until they were ready, and provided
support for widows. Welcomed by the church rather than shunned, women converted to
Christianity at a far higher rate than men and rose to positions of leadership.40 Unsurprisingly,
this led to a surplus of Christian women who, in marrying pagan men, provided the early
church “with a steady flow of secondary converts,” as Rodney Stark drily phrased it.41 Also,
because they accepted rather than rejected all children,
Christians gained a distinct population advantage in
Christianity’s acceptance
producing the next generation.
of women’s dignity led
Furthermore, Christianity’s acceptance of women’s
to cultural innovations
dignity led to cultural innovations all over the world. In
all over the world.
India, for example, it was only when Parliament forced
the British East India Company to allow Christian missionaries into India that the practice of suttee was questioned. It took decades, but these
missionaries, together with indigenous Christians like Krishna Mohan Bannerjee, eventually
succeeded in having this gruesome practice banned.42
In China, traditional culture held that tiny feet were a mark of status and beauty for
women. In many parts of China, the feet of little girls were bound tightly to prevent them
from growing. This broke the toes and bones in the arches of their feet, leaving many girls
nearly crippled. In the 1600s, the Manchu emperors (who were not ethnically Chinese) tried
and failed to stop the practice. In the late 1800s, however, Chinese Christian women, such as
medical doctor Shi Meiyu, began agitating against this abuse of young girls and women and
were eventually successful in making the practice illegal.43 Meiyu also exerted a transformational influence on China through her work in medicine and public health and the help she
provided to opium addicts.44
Historically in most cultures, women were often denied educational opportunities.
Christian missionaries and indigenous Christian leaders changed that in country after country. In Japan, Nitobe Inazō, a scholar with five doctoral degrees and an innovator in Japan’s
agricultural advancement, founded Tokyo Christian Women’s University and became its first
president.45 Tsuda Umeko, a Japanese woman educated in the United States, became the private tutor of prime minister Ito Hirobumi’s children. She had such an influence on securing
the right of women to education that Tsuda College, the most prestigious private women’s
college in Japan, is named in her honor.46
Pandita Ramabai, based on her evangelical Christian beliefs, dedicated herself to breaking
down the caste system in India. In the midst of the 1897
famine and plague, Ramabai started the Mukti Mission
It was Christians, not
(mukti means “salvation” in Marathi, the local language).
Secularists, who helped
By 1900, the mission was caring for two thousand girls,
secure rights for women
who studied literature, physiology, botany, and practical
based on a conviction
arts such as printing and carpentry. Girls at the mission
that men and women are
were required to be involved in social causes, and the
equal in the sight of God.
resulting impact was immense.47
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During the Industrial Revolution in England, children were often treated as slaves, working long hours in dangerous conditions in factories and mines and denied education and
proper nutrition. Young girls were often forced into prostitution. Christian reformers, such
as John Wood, a devout Christian and the owner of a cloth mill, led by example, limiting
the workday and establishing a church and school as part of his operation. Others, such as
Anglican priest George Bull and member of Parliament Michael Sadler, fought against a legislative system reluctant to intervene in economic matters, helping secure more reasonable
work hours and some form of education for affected children.48
It was Christians, not Secularists, who helped secure rights for women based on a conviction that men and women are equal in the sight of God. Their work started the women’s
movement two thousand years ago. The same impulse that elevated women, children, and
slaves also elevated common people through education, as we shall see next.

6. How Christians Acting on Biblical Beliefs Established
Modern Education
Social philosopher Thomas Sowell once pointed out,
tongue in cheek, that “each new generation born is in
Christians have always
effect an invasion of civilization by little barbarians, who
valued the life of
must be civilized before it is too late.”49 Failing to eduthe mind. Wherever
cate even one generation can set a nation’s progress back
Christians have gone,
one hundred years. Because Christianity is a belief and
schools have followed.
thought system before it is a set of practices, Christians
have always valued the life of the mind. Wherever
Christians have gone, schools have followed.
In medieval times, Europe was in serious decline. The population was dwindling. Civil
authority was collapsing. Education was in ruins. Who saved it? Irish monks.50 The Celtic
revival from the fifth through the ninth centuries preserved and restored many aspects
essential to a thriving culture, particularly education. In the AD 500s, an Irish monk named
Saint Columbanus embarked on a perigrinatio, a pilgrimage from which he expected never to return. He
Perigrinatio: a
sailed first to Britain and then to France and ultimately
pilgrimage from
to Switzerland and Italy, establishing monasteries along
which one does not
the way. These monasteries focused on literacy and
expect to return.
learning, and many became homes to celebrated libraries. One of Columbanus’s monasteries, Luxeuil, is
known to have sent out sixty-three missionaries who, in turn, established one hundred
other monasteries that carried on Columbanus’s educational work.51
The success of the French king Charlemagne’s (circa 747–814) military campaigns
in the late 700s and early 800s brought stability to the European continent. While
Charlemagne’s legacy is undoubtedly mixed, one of his successes was convincing the
scholar Alcuin of York (735–804) to educate his own children and establish a liberalarts-oriented educational system for the area under his control. This area became known
as the Carolingian Empire. Alcuin is credited with preserving many of the texts we
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have today from the classical period. He established schools throughout Europe with
a standardized curriculum and reformed the copying of textbooks by developing a
new style of handwriting. Alcuin also had a direct influence on Charlemagne himself,
convincing him, among other things, to stop forcing pagans to convert to Christianity
under the threat of execution.52
As Europe moved into the second millennium, higher education was increasingly centered in cathedral schools, such as those Alcuin developed. These schools became the first
universities and were so closely connected with the church that their students and faculty
were considered members of the clergy.
In the late Middle Ages, Geert Groote from the Netherlands established the Brethren of
the Common Life, an organization promoting literacy and offering people access to materials
they could use to live better Christian lives. As a result of these efforts, schools sprang up
across Europe,53 educating people like Pope Adrian VI, Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa, Rudolph
Agricola, Desiderius Erasmus, and Martin Luther. In the 1600s, August Hermann Francke
(1663–1727), convinced that Christian education was the only way to counter moral depravity, began an educational movement that Johann Julius Hecker (1707–1768) carried on, which
ultimately established hundreds of schools throughout Prussia, a German kingdom that at
one time encompassed much of Europe.54 The king of Prussia, Frederick the Great, liked these
schools so much that he signed a comprehensive compulsory-education law in 1763, paving
the way for the modern idea of compulsory education.55 While this had the unfortunate result
of tying school and state together, thus ensuring that schools would become more secular as
the state did, it shows the enormous influence of early Christians—indeed, deeply devout
Christians—in forming what we now assume to be a universal right to education.
In America, as in Europe, schools were founded
almost entirely by churches or other Christian organiProtestants formed
zations. Some of America’s most famous schools, such
primary schools in
as Harvard, William and Mary, Yale, Princeton, and
the belief that Bible
Brown, were all founded as Christian institutions. Yet
knowledge was essential
Christianity’s influence wasn’t just in higher education.
to preparing citizens
Protestants formed primary schools in the belief that
who would hold the
Bible knowledge was essential to preparing citizens who
government in check.
would hold the government in check. The Bible wasn’t the
only text in these schools, but its teachings were thought
to be the basis for both virtuous living as well as a prosperous society.
Even the development of America’s public schools was a profoundly biblical enterprise.
Benjamin Rush, the father of American public education, argued that the Bible was the single
most important text students could study, since its principles were the basis for character and
good citizenship.56
Christianity’s focus on education also spread around the world, as missionaries founded
what, in many parts of the world, became the first primary, secondary, and postsecondary
schools. William Carey, in India, made advances in botany, astronomy, women’s rights, medicine, banking, and industry. In addition, he mastered several Indian languages and translated
classical Indian literature into English. Carey was far more than a teacher, however. He brought
the first printing press to India and developed typefaces for Indian languages, translating all
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or part of the Bible into forty-four of them and developing grammars and dictionaries for
seventy-three languages along the way.57
Indigenous Christians in other nations also exerted a great deal of influence in
education. In addition to Krishna Mohan Bannerjee, Shi Meiyu, Tsuda Umeko, Pandita
Ramabai, and Nitobe Inazō, whom we’ve already discussed, we could also include Joseph
Hardy Neesima in Japan, one of the most important educators of the Meiji period (Japan’s
era of modernization); Fei Qihao, who narrowly survived the Boxer Rebellion in China
and helped start the Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA) there; Zhang Fuliang,
who established rural schools in China in the early twentieth century; and H. L. Zia, who
became China’s first major Christian author.58
With its focus on education, it’s only natural that Christianity contributed substantially to
the development of modern medicine. Let’s discover how this happened.

7. How Christians Acting on Biblical Beliefs Formed the
Practice of Modern Medicine
In addition to starting schools wherever they went, Christians also established hospitals. Because they believed that caring for the body was an important part of bearing God’s
image, early Christians tended the sick during epidemics when everyone else, including
physicians, fled. Cyprian, the bishop of Carthage, and Dionysius, the bishop of Alexandria,
documented accounts of Christians staying behind and nursing the sick, often forfeiting
their own lives in the process. The same thing happened
during the Black Death in Europe from 1347 to 1351,
Because they believed
when the mortality rate among the clergy was higher
that caring for the
than that of the general population because they risked
body was an important
their lives to care for the afflicted.
part of bearing God’s
Why would Christians care for the sick knowing they
image, early Christians
might lose their own lives? Clearly, they took literally
tended the sick during
Jesus’s teaching about loving their neighbors (Mark
epidemics when
12:31)59 and caring for the sick (Matt. 25:34–40).60 They
everyone else, including
were convinced that the same Jesus who instructed them
physicians, fled.
to care for bodily needs would care for their souls in the
afterlife once their own bodies gave out, just as he had
promised (John 14:1–3).61 They didn’t fear death.
Throughout the Middle Ages, care of the seriously ill fell to Christian religious institutions.
These institutions were most often associated with monasteries, though groups of Christian
laypeople (nonclergy) ran some of them. Even as medical care became increasingly secularized, the Catholic Church continued to establish hospitals, as did the Moravian Brethren and
Pietists at Halle. Sir Thomas Percival (1740–1804), a Dissenter who had studied theology prior
to becoming a physician, helped create the field of occupational health and wrote an influential book on medical ethics. One of the American founders we discussed earlier, Benjamin
Rush, was a physician whose faith clearly inspired his work.62 Today the medical personnel
of hospitals founded by Catholics, Methodists, Baptists, and other Christian denominations
continue the tradition of living out their faith in practical ways.
Christianity and Culture: A History
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In addition to the gospel and education, Christian missionaries took modern medicine with
them to the mission field. While colonial governments invested little effort in helping natives,
missionaries saw providing medical care as part of their calling. They opened hospitals and
arranged for local Christians to receive medical training at Western universities. The Methodist
missionary Gertrude Howe, for example, prepared a number of Chinese women for entrance
into the University of Michigan. Of these, Kang Chang and Shi Meiyu, who, as we talked about
earlier, was influential in establishing women’s rights in China, received their medical degrees.63
Establishing hospitals and training nurses became an important part of their work.
It only makes sense that the same impulse to care for the sick would motivate Christians
to also care for the poor. This led Christians to establish modern systems of charity.

8. How Christians Acting on Biblical Beliefs Instituted
Principles of Modern Charity
Christians, taking principles directly from the Bible, transformed concepts of both charity
and responsibility for others in the Western world. Jesus strongly encouraged his followers to take
care of those in need, even if doing so would be “politically
incorrect” (see, for example, the parable of the good
Mercy: receiving
Samaritan, in which the “unclean” Samaritan did the right
forgiveness rather
thing when the Jewish religious leaders did not). Jesus drew
than the punishment
on Old Testament principles of caring for the widow, the
one deserves.
orphan, and the sojourner and also criticized Jews for practicing these principles only within their own community.
Following Jesus’s admonition, early Christians gave to those
Charity: the act of
in need, Christian or not, and even went so far as to fast for
voluntarily giving
days at a time to save money to give to the destitute.64
time, money, and other
This behavior was unthinkable in many parts of
resources to help those
the pagan world. In fact, the satirist Lucian mocked
who are in need.
Christians for their charitable impulse. To the pagan way
of thinking, mercy and charity were vices, not virtues.
Referencing the work of historian Edwin A. Judge, Rodney Stark explains:
Classical philosophers regarded mercy and pity as pathological emotions—defects
of character to be avoided by all rational men. Since mercy involves providing
unearned help or relief, it was contrary to justice. Therefore [according to Judge,]
“mercy indeed is not governed by reason at all,” and humans must learn “to curb
the impulse”; “the cry of the undeserving for mercy” must go “unanswered.”… Judge
continued: “Pity was a defect of character unworthy of the wise and excusable only
in those who have not yet grown up.”65

Instead of charity, wealthy Romans practiced “patronage,” taking in poor individuals only
in exchange for public acknowledgment of their virtue for having done so.
By contrast, Christianity teaches that mercy is a primary virtue. God is merciful and
expects us to be merciful as well. Not only that, but Christians also worship a God who
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actually loves people. This in turn motivates them to be loving: “We love because he first loved
us” wrote the apostle John (1 John 4:19). The idea that pleasing God involves loving one
another was an entirely new concept in the ancient world. Perhaps even more revolutionary
was the principle that Christian love and charity should be extended beyond boundaries of
family and tribe, even to enemies, and while expecting nothing in return (Luke 6:27–36).66
By some accounts, Christian charity was deeply threatening to Rome. In trying to return
Rome to its pagan roots after the death of the emperor
Constantine, Julian the Apostate complained, “These
God is merciful and
impious Galileans [i.e., Christians] feed not only their
expects us to be merciful
own poor, but ours as well, while no one in need looks to
as well. Not only that,
temples.”67 He tried, without success, to get pagan temples
but Christians also
to engage in charity so as to win back people’s allegiance
worship a God who
from Christianity.
actually loves people.
In the Middle Ages, individual and corporate charThis in turn motivates
ity grew dramatically. Monasteries, lay confraternities
them to be loving.
(religious brotherhoods), guilds, churches, and wealthy
individuals all supported the poor by feeding the hungry,
caring for the sick, and providing for widows and orphans. Christians further shaped culture
in the realm of charity by inventing new social services, such as paying dowries so poor women
could marry (a ministry started by Nicholas of Patara, known today as Saint Nicholas, on
whom the story of Santa Claus is based). The convictions and creativity of Christians brought
about such an enduring change in culture that today in the West even nonbelievers take it as
a moral obligation to help those less fortunate. This impulse gave rise to such organizations as
the Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA), the Young Women’s Christian Association
(YWCA), the Salvation Army, the Red Cross, and the United Way, as well as World Vision,
Compassion International, Samaritan’s Purse, and the International Justice Mission.
Christian beliefs about God, creation, and Scripture motivated Christians to start schools,
hospitals, and relief organizations. Though it’s surprising to some, these same beliefs also
inspired Christians to develop the modern scientific enterprise. Here’s how.

9. How Christians Acting on Biblical Beliefs Built the
Foundations of Modern Science
Science and religion are often imagined to be at odds with each other, but in reality they
are complementary ways of knowing. Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sachs—the former chief rabbi of
Great Britain, a distinguished professor at three universities, and a member of the House of
Lords—says, “Science takes things apart to see how they work. Religion puts things together
to see what they mean.”68
Wondering why the world works the way it does is
Modern science
what led early scientists to explore how it works. The result
came about not as a
was science as we know it today. Nobel Prize–winning
rebellion against the
physicist Steven Weinberg, no fan of religion, admits,
Christian faith but as
“The Protestant Reformation of the early sixteenth cenan outworking of it.
tury set the stage for the great scientific breakthroughs of
seventeenth-century England.”69
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Sociologist Rodney Stark goes even further. Of the fifty-two active scientists who made
the most significant contributions during the Scientific Revolution, only one was an atheist,
he says. More than 60 percent were devout Christians.70 Modern science came about not as
a rebellion against the Christian faith but as an outworking of it. This is startling to those
who believe the anti-theist narrative that science is both a rebellion against and superior to
Christianity.
So exactly how did Christianity bring about modern science? In their book The Soul of
Science, Nancy Pearcey and Charles Thaxton explain that Christianity provided the greenhouse in which science could develop and that other worldviews did not, though they had
plenty of opportunity to do so. Pearcey and Thaxton identify seven Christian convictions that
enabled the scientific impulse to flourish:71
1. Nature is real and valuable enough to study (as opposed to the ancient Greek belief
that nature was transient and therefore relatively unimportant).
2. Nature is good, but it isn’t God (as opposed to animistic religions that leave nature
alone because it’s the exclusive abode of the gods).
3. Nature is orderly (as opposed to religions that teach that the world is unpredictable
because it is ruled by a pantheon of unruly and unpredictable gods).
4. Nature’s laws can be precisely stated and understood (as opposed to ancient religions that taught that creation was too mysterious to be consistently known).
5. Humans can discover nature’s order (as opposed to the ancient Eastern belief that
nature was not the product of a rational mind and therefore not subject to rational
thinking).
6. Detailed observation is possible and important (as opposed to Aristotle’s thinking
that if an object’s purpose was understood, detailed observation of it was unnecessary).
7. The universe is rationally intelligible because God is rationally intelligent (as
opposed to philosophies that trust limited human intelligence as the only kind that
really exists).

If the universe is a
“theatre” of God’s
glory, as John Calvin
eloquently phrased
it, then studying
the world points us
directly to God.
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Interestingly, these assumptions made the study of
the natural world both theological as well as scientific.
God cares about what he has made, and so should we.
If the universe is a “theatre” of God’s glory, as John
Calvin eloquently phrased it,72 and if scientific inquiry
is a process of “thinking God’s thoughts after him,” or
as Johannes Kepler famously expressed, “[sharing] in
his own thoughts,”73 then studying the world points us
directly to God.74
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Ancient Greeks tended to reason about the world. Beginning in the twelfth century, though,
scientists informed by their Christian beliefs decided to look at it. The effect was that scholars,
such as the unfortunately named Robert Grosseteste (his last name may be translated “fat head”)
(1170–1253), developed methods for observing aspects of nature and identifying from those
observations a universal law that could be used to understand other aspects. The focus on
induction, deduction, experimentation, and observation formed a strong basis for the later
development of the scientific method.75
Roger Bacon (1214–1294), one of Grosseteste’s
students at Oxford and later a Franciscan priest, further
Scientific Method: a
developed the scientific process of observation and
process of empirical
experimentation. He called for the use of mathematics,
inquiry that seeks
as well as direct observation, to describe the world.
to understand the
This led to the study of natural philosophy and natural
phenomena of the
theology, which in turn became the building blocks for
physical world through
natural science and laid the foundation of the Scientific
hypothesizing,
Revolution.76 A few hundred years later, Francis Bacon
observing, measuring,
(1561–1626) (probably from the same family line as
experimenting,
Roger Bacon) codified what we think of as the scientific
predicting, and testing.
method. Bacon was a devout Anglican, and Christianity’s
teachings on God, humanity, and the natural world were
important influences on his thinking about science.
Along with Francis Bacon, the principal leaders of the Scientific Revolution in the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries were almost all devout Christians. Nicolaus Copernicus
(1473–1543) was a churchman who originally undertook astronomy to determine the date of
Easter more reliably. Johannes Kepler (1571–1630) was a devout Lutheran who thought of
astronomy as a form of theology.77 Galileo Galilei (1564–1642), for all his well-publicized
spats with the Catholic Church, exerted a great deal of effort to prove that the Bible supported
the idea that the earth was not the center of the universe. Sir Isaac Newton (1642–1727),
though unorthodox in many ways, saw himself as a Christian and wrote more about theology
than he did about physics. Similarly, Robert Boyle (1627–1691), referred to as the “father of
modern chemistry,” was a devout Christian so concerned about the rise of “irreligion” that he
wrote The Christian Virtuoso, a manifesto on how to be fully Christian as a scientist.78
Christian involvement in science has formed an unbroken chain right up to the present
time. For example, Leonhard Euler (1707–1783) was a
physicist and mathematician whose discoveries were so
Along with Francis
numerous that physicists and mathematicians today joke
Bacon, the principal
that to avoid naming everything after Euler, they are
leaders of the Scientific
forced to name discoveries and theorems after the first
Revolution in the
person to rediscover them after Euler. Along with his
sixteenth to eighteenth
work in math and physics, however, Euler also wrote
centuries were almost
works defending biblical inspiration and arguing for the
all devout Christians.
importance of Christianity as a foundation for science.79
James Clerk Maxwell (1831–1879), considered the
third most important physicist in history next to Newton and Einstein, was another devout
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Christian who saw his work as an expression of his faith. The dominant view of science in
Maxwell’s day was positivism, which discounts revelation and says that empirical observation, logic, and mathematical analysis alone are valid ways of knowing. Maxwell, who believed
in biblical authority and miracles, saw science as a religious calling and even involved himself
in debates on the philosophy of science.80
Many famous scientists of the twenty-first century are also Christians. For instance,
Francis Collins, a physician and geneticist who headed up the Human Genome Project and is
currently the head of the National Institutes of Health, claims a Christian faith and sees his
work as an expression of that faith. His book The Language of God: A Scientist Provides
Evidence for Belief focuses on providing scientific evidence for God’s existence.
In summary, early scientists’ beliefs about God, creation, and Scripture undergirded the
development of modern science. Biblical beliefs took into
account nature’s value, goodness, orderliness, precision,
Positivism: the idea that
discoverability, accessibility, and intelligibility. They gave
sensory experience,
curious people permission—indeed, a mandate—to
interpreted through
explore creation’s wonders. Not only that, but they also
logical thinking,
enabled believers to see the beauty of creation. This led
forms the only basis
some Christians, in a very different but equally profitable
for knowledge.
direction, to contribute to culture through the arts.

10. How Christians Acting on Biblical Beliefs Shaped
the Arts
Most of the West’s greatest art is about Christian themes. Icons, religious paintings, the
Madonnas that Renaissance artists painted and sculpted, and even the deep symbolism of
Muiredach’s Irish High Crosses81 were all designed to reveal Christian truths. Musical works
such as Bach’s St. Matthew Passion and Handel’s Messiah were among thousands written for,
or even commissioned by, churches or religiously inclined civil authorities to induce a worshipful attitude among the faithful. Religious themes also dominate great works of literature,
such as Dante’s Divine Comedy and Milton’s Paradise Lost, and even later works, such as Lew
Wallace’s Ben-Hur: A Tale of the Christ or Henryk
Sienkiewicz’s Quo Vadis. One can hardly travel in Europe
Postmodernism: a
without being captivated by architecture designed to disskeptical worldview,
play God’s glory, whether the Cathedral of Notre-Dame
founded as a reaction
in Paris; the Hagia Sophia in Istanbul, Turkey; or Saint
to modernism, which
Peter’s Basilica in Rome.
is suspicious of
But the influence of the biblical worldview shapes
metanarratives and
art
in
ways that go well beyond depictions of Christian
teaches that ultimate
people or ideas. This is especially important to recogreality is inaccessible,
nize amid today’s aggressive attempts to “disrupt
knowledge is a social
bourgeois fantasies about art,” as Glenn Ward phrased
construct, and truth
it, describing the way Postmodernists believe privileged
claims are political
people hijack art to create an idealistic view of reality.82
power plays.
Postmodernism, which teaches that ultimate reality is
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inaccessible, may seem clever and cutting edge, but why is it that master works of art aren’t
being produced today as they were hundreds of years ago? Why did a previous age give us
Michelangelo’s David, while our age’s “famous” works include Marcel Duchamp’s 1917 display of a urinal, titled Fountain, symbolizing that everything is waste to be flushed away?83
In the previous section on science, we explored the idea that because the world came
from God, studying nature can lead us back to God. The
term for this idea, developed in the medieval cathedral
Platonic Humanism: the
schools, is platonic humanism. Artists, like philosophers
idea that because the
and theologians, believed that observing the world as it
world came from God,
is helps us understand the mind of the Creator and thus
studying the world can
makes us want to depict the world as it really is.
lead us back to God.
This change of mind-set transformed art. Earlier
medieval art, such as the sculptures at Chartres Cathedral
carved in the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries, featured elongated figures with stylized clothing falling in parallel folds. This changed abruptly in the mid-thirteenth century, as
we can see in the mortuary chapel of Naumburg Cathedral in Germany.84 This new, realistic
approach to art would continue to develop through the late Middle Ages, leading ultimately
to the astonishing art of Jan van Eyck in Flanders and the work of the great Renaissance
masters.
As Jonathan Hill explains in What Has Christianity Ever Done for Us?,

Me
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It was the emphasis on the intrinsic spirituality of nature that helped to lead Western
art, during and after the Renaissance, to the pursuit of realism which has been a
central feature of art ever since. In Asia, the visual arts remained more stylized—
which is why the Chinese were so astounded by a picture of the Virgin Mary that
they thought the image must be somehow real. The laws of perspective, for example,
were unknown to the Chinese, who simply depicted more distant objects above
closer ones. But in Renaissance Europe, these laws and other aids to accuracy were
discovered, allowing artists to achieve far more realistic images. Moreover, the interest in accuracy spurred artists and others to investigate the human body in more
detail, providing an incentive to the study of anatomy and medicine.85

Art was seen not just as frilly ornamentation or a means of showcasing an artist’s skill
but also as a means of vividly displaying how the divine touches our everyday experiences,
transforming medicine as well as art.
Christian beliefs have shaped music as well. Unlike
Art was seen as a means
many other religions, Christianity is a singing faith. This
of vividly displaying how
melodic impulse inspired artists to use what they created
the divine touches our
for worship to form the expectations of the role of
everyday experiences.
music—and how it ought to be performed—in all of society. You’ve probably heard plainsong chants (sometimes
called Gregorian chant after Pope Saint Gregory the Great) and noticed that while they are
hauntingly beautiful, they lack musical accompaniment. They are monophonic, meaning that
they consist of a melody without a harmony. Gradually, church musicians developed an
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increasingly complex polyphony that required sophisticated systems of musical notation.
These systems of notation, along with the forms of music developed for churches, formed the
scaffolding on which the platform of classical music was built.
The basic format of Western music, which begins in
Western music is
harmony, progresses into tension, and then releases the
related to the deep
tension through melodic resolution, is actually related to
structure of the biblical
the deep structure of the biblical narrative. It mirrors the
narrative. It mirrors
glory of creation, the tension of the fall, and the resoluthe glory of creation,
tion of redemption. We might think this is a universal
the tension of the fall,
pattern in music, but listening for a few minutes to musiand the resolution
cal patterns common in other parts of the world, such as
of redemption.
Buddhist chanting, will show that it is not.
Similarly, Western literature often displays Christian
themes, such as the horror of sin, the honor of self-sacrifice, and the glory of redemption.
Aside from obvious greats like Dante, John Bunyan, or John Milton, authors as diverse as
Fyodor Dostoyevsky, T. S. Eliot, Walker Percy, Flannery O’Connor, and G. K. Chesterton all
explored the human predicament from a perspective shaped by their Christian beliefs.
It’s also perhaps worth noting that even popular culture mimics the forms that emerged
from Christian beliefs. In the Marvel Comics movie Thor, for example, Thor’s belligerence and
arrogance lead to his being stripped of power and sent into exile.86 He’s restored to power only
when he learns humility and self-sacrifice, plainly based in Jesus’s teaching that “Greater love
has no one than this, that someone lay down his life for his friends” (John 15:13). This is
dramatically different from the Thor of Norse mythology, in which a proud, warlike attitude
was the ideal.87 Today a character who remains proud and refuses to serve others wouldn’t be
considered a hero. This is just one example of how thoroughly the ideas of Christian virtue
have shaped even surface aspects of our culture.
Christian influence in the arts runs so deep that most
people
don’t realize they’re being affected by it every day.
Christian influence in
But this may be said of other areas of Christian engagethe arts runs so deep
ment as well. Many of the aspects of modern society that
that most people don’t
we appreciate in our moments of curiosity or need came
realize they’re being
about because someone used his or her skill to reflect a
affected by it every day.
firm belief in God, the Bible, and God’s plan for redeeming the world through Jesus Christ.

11. Conclusion
Christians have wielded a weighty influence on nearly every aspect of Western culture
and on other cultures around the world. Most probably didn’t realize how their contributions
would shape culture for generations to come. So it is with us. History’s culture shapers influenced the world because of their Christian faith, not in spite of it. We, too, ought to choose to
live in a way that makes life more worthwhile for others.
As we celebrate the genius of our forebears, we must also acknowledge their flaws as part
of the story of this sin-wrought world. They were quirky. They sometimes held notions we
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would consider bizarre. They may have been hard to get along with. Some authors ignore
these rough edges and make these heroes of the faith seem superhuman. This isn’t helpful.
Nor is it helpful to obsess about their warts, as some historians do, and miss the larger picture
of how they bore God’s image and pursued their callings
with passion. Our goal isn’t to just admire them; it is to
Christians of the past
imitate them. Great Christians of the past surely wrestled
surely wrestled with fear
with fear and doubt and arrogance and anger and jealand doubt and arrogance
ousy and meanness, as all of us do. And yet God used
and anger and jealousy
them to shape culture.
and meanness, as all of
This leads us to the next question: Could God also
us do. And yet God used
use us to shape our own culture? The answer to that questhem to shape culture.
tion is yes. How it might be so is what we’ll examine in
the next chapter.
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